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Abstract 

 

The “Have-Less”: Austin Public Computing Centers after the BTOP 

 

Pawel M. Popiel, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Sharon Strover 

 

In 2009, the U.S. government launched the Broadband Technology Opportunities 

Program (BTOP) as part of a larger effort to jumpstart the economy following the 2008 

financial crash. Part of the program's substantial budget was invested in public computing 

centers (PCCs) in an effort to expand broadband access and provide computer training, 

particularly to underserved communities. Like many other PCCs, Austin Free-Net, a 

nonprofit committed to fighting the digital divide and one of the BTOP recipients, used 

the funds towards substantial expansion of its services by establishing new labs, adding 

computers to existing ones, and providing a host of training classes. In 2013, the BTOP 

funding ended, raising the question of the sustainability of the expansion it fostered. This 

study examines a subset of Austin-based PCCs, established or operated by Austin Free-

Net, following the BTOP, in order to contribute to a broader understanding of policy 

opportunities and limitations towards PCCs in addressing the digital divide. Its approach 

is two-fold. First, it attempts to shed light on the PCCs’ role in this effort, by examining 

how the services they offer promote digital inclusion and what challenges the staff face in 

carrying out this mission. Second, it examines the impact of the end of BTOP funding on 



 vi 

the sample PCCs, particularly on organizational components crucial to their ability to 

continue to provide their services. This analysis addresses challenges related to both the 

BTOP's end as well as internal operations. The findings reveal that PCCs are 

fundamentally limited in what they can achieve to bridge the digital divide, although this 

does not negate the important, and often necessary role they play, particularly for 

underserved communities. Moreover, while the substantial BTOP funding fostered 

expansion of access and training, its end posed significant sustainability problems for the 

PCCs. The presence of certain environmental factors, including financial support from 

and goal alignment with the City of Austin and other funding entities, buffered Austin 

Free-Net against some of this impact, raising the question of the fate of PCCs without 

such support. The analysis culminates in a discussion of the findings and their broader 

policy implications. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In 1995, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

(NTIA) articulated the problem: in “Falling Through the Net,” its first report on the 

subject, it identified a substantial divide between those who had access to the National 

Information Infrastructure (NII) and those who did not (NTIA, 1995). This digital divide 

between the Internet access “haves” and “have-nots,” the report found, was largely a 

socio-economic one. The finding resonated at the federal level – the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) emphasized the social and economic benefits of the 

Internet in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, including its role as “a forum for a true 

diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and 

myriad avenues for intellectual activity” ("Telecommunications Act of 1996," 1996). The 

Act established a policy towards promoting the development of the Internet through 

commitment to unregulated competition within this market sector. As for the divide, the 

NTIA (1995) report pointed to “community access centers,” including schools and 

libraries, as an interim solution.  

This thesis aims to interrogate the limitations and opportunities of policy toward 

these centers, referred to here as public computing centers (PCCs), in overcoming the 

digital divide. Specifically, it examines the challenges Austin-based PCCs faced in the 

aftermath of the substantial Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP), 

launched as part of a larger federal effort to bolster the economy after the major crash of 

2008. Part of the examination falls on the services these PCCs provide in an effort to 

minimize the gap between those with access and those without. Because the notion of the 

digital divide has evolved over the last two decades in both scholarly and policy circles, 

to understand the role these sites play in addressing the issue requires fleshing out the 
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concept. Accordingly, I provide an overview of it here, emphasizing the complexity of 

the digital divide and its roots in larger socio-economic inequalities. Next, I take up the 

question of policy’s role in addressing the digital divide, with respect to PCCs, 

culminating in a discussion of the BTOP. I conclude by presenting the research agenda 

along with an outline of the thesis. 

BACKGROUND: THE DIGITAL DIVIDE 

The “Falling Through the Net” report, issued under the Clinton administration, 

concluded with a call for subsequent studies of the problem, and the call was heard. Over 

the last twenty years a vast amount of scholarly literature and various agency reports 

emerged, dissecting the digital divide. Early contributions from scholars like Pippa Norris 

(2001) and Lisa Servon (2008) underlined that the digital divide is a symptom of deeper 

social inequities, implying that it would require deeper interventions than simply waiting 

for market-led diffusion. However, under the Bush administration, the federal approach 

to addressing the problem, epitomized by FCC Chairman Michael Powell’s oft-cited 

comment comparing the digital divide to a “Mercedes divide” (Labaton, 2001), was 

precisely that. The administration decided to leave the issue of Internet access diffusion 

to market forces: access would broaden as prices fell and incomes rose. 

By 2002, the NTIA report “A Nation Online” concluded that the approach was 

working: “With more than half of all Americans using computers and the Internet, we are 

truly a nation online” (Victory & Cooper, 2002, p. 2). The optimistic tone highlighted 

visible gains that the country’s population had made in Internet access during the dotcom 

boom. However, the divide persisted quite significantly. Indeed, nearly a decade later, the 

NTIA (2011) reported that over a third of the U.S. population still lacks access to 

broadband. The make-up of that third reflects other historical social divides: more than 
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half of African Americans, American Indians and Hispanics, half of those with only a 

high-school diploma, 60% of those without one, over two-thirds of households with 

incomes below $15,000, half of the population over 55, more than 60% of Americans 

with disabilities and, finally, more than 40% in rural areas lack access to broadband. 

Thus, underlying the question of access are deeper inequalities the market has failed to 

resolve. 

At the same time, the NTIA acknowledged that the “Internet is integral to the U.S. 

economy and our standard of living” (NTIA, 2011, p. 15) As Strover (2014, p. 118) 

points out: “access to online resources or information is now normative, taken for granted 

by an ever larger array of basic commercial and other service providers, including 

government services.” Thus, access is no longer an upscale good, as Powell implied; it is 

increasingly a prerequisite to applying for a job, succeeding in educational endeavors, 

accessing government and health information, and fulfilling a host of other basic needs. 

Furthermore, access enables greater social participation because, in today’s information 

society, information is a source of “productivity and power” (van Dijk, 2006, p. 231). To 

emphasize its social significance, van Dijk (2006) characterizes information as a primary 

good, a positional resource, and a source of skills. As a primary good, it is increasingly 

essential to income, life chances, basic freedoms and fundamental rights. As a positional 

resource, it allows participation in “information elites” that open up opportunities for 

maximizing the benefits of information as a primary good. For instance, access correlates 

with better academic performance and increased job searches (Araque et al., 2013). As a 

source of skills, it can contribute to economic success. Conversely, its lack solidifies 

other existing socio-economic divisions: the “inability of low-income and disadvantaged 

workers to compete for IT jobs contributes to the accelerating income gap between the 

wealthy and the poor” (Servon, 2008, p. 13). Moreover, digital exclusion carries costs 
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associated with it, both for individuals, who must access information through traditional 

and often more costly means, and for society, which must continue to invest in these 

traditional means of information delivery for them (Horrigan, 2011).  

Given its growing importance to functioning in the modern world, a crucial 

question arises about what constitutes barriers to broadband adoption. Cost plays a 

limited role: Carare, McGovern, Noriega, and Schwarz (2015) find that only 37% of non-

adopters would subscribe to broadband if prices were lower. The remaining 63%, 

however, faces non-cost obstacles: lack of a computer, lack of computer skills, privacy 

concerns, and lack of a relevant online experience. These findings underscore the 

limitations of access alone as a bridge for the divide. Equally important are solutions that 

foster “meaningful access,” namely users’ “ability to make use of that [access] to engage 

in meaningful social practices” (Warschauer, 2004, p. 38).  

A consensus emerged around “digital literacy” as a key component of promoting 

adoption and meaningful access to information and communication technologies (ICTs). 

The term gained particular currency in education policy circles in the mid-1990s, in 

response to concerns about the digital divide as one between the digitally literate and 

illiterate (Lankshear & Knobel, 2011). However, its definitions vary. For example, 

Watkins (2012) distinguishes between two types of literacies: tools literacy (basic 

computer skills) and the much richer design literacy (critical problem solving skills, 

ability to communicate effectively across multiple platforms). He qualifies the former as 

foundational, the latter as transformational, and calls both a priority in addressing the 

digital divide. Bawden (2008) defines the term more broadly, as a framework that 

integrates other literacies and skills, including literacy in general, and operates and 

evolves differently for each person. The breadth and range of these definitions emphasize 
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the complexity of our relationship with technology and the pre-requisites for its 

meaningful use.  

Moreover, acquiring digital literacy skills presents its own set of obstacles. In her 

study, Stanley (2003) identifies psychosocial barriers: lack of perceived relevance of 

technology, resilience to stepping outside one’s comfort zone to acquire the skills given 

how intimidating computers can appear to non-users, and negative self-perceptions as 

non-users. These self-perceptions stem from both a lack of relevance and from ingrained, 

socially-mediated ideas about who can use computers. Straubhaar (2012) frames digital 

literacy skills as “techno-capital,” the acquisition of which depends on socio-cultural 

factors and inequalities that condition the perceived relevance of technology. Like van 

Dijk’s (2006) account of information as a positional resource, his culminates in the 

conclusion that those who lack techno-capital are less likely to successfully integrate into 

an increasingly technology-driven society. Warschauer (2002, p. 4) summarizes the 

problem by stating that “technology and society are intertwined and co-constitutive”: 

access can promote greater social inclusion, but social marginalization reduces 

opportunities to acquiring access.  

Consequently, Parsons and Hick (2008, p. 10) argue that addressing the digital 

divide requires a shift beyond the access / lack of access dualism, and “towards a multi-

faceted understanding of digital inclusion” that considers other social factors and historic 

inequalities. More concretely, Warschauer (2002) suggests that promoting meaningful 

use of technology requires four sets of resources: physical (devices), digital (relevant 

content), human (literacy and education), and social (community and institutional 

support). Access to these resources, in turn, grows with meaningful use.  

The central thrust of this work is that access in and of itself will not suffice. 

Placing computers in areas that lack them will not necessarily enrich the “information 
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poor.” Solutions to overcoming the digital divide, and the inequities underpinning it, 

require deeper interventions, with the larger goal of social inclusion. These insights 

represent an evolution of the strategies to close the digital divide articulated in the 

original “Falling Through the Net” report, and enacted by the Bush Administration. 

Furthermore, they have begun, in a limited way, to resonate with federal discourse on the 

subject, if not necessarily policy. Thus, in addition to lack of access to infrastructure and 

high cost, the NTIA (2013), in its “Broadband Adoption Toolkit,” enumerates three other 

reasons for non-adoption: negative perception of the Internet, lack of relevance, and lack 

of skills. Similarly, the FCC (2010, p. 170) acknowledged of the multidimensionality of 

the digital divide in its “National Broadband Plan”: 

Ultimately, broadband adoption and utilization are not about owning a specific 

piece of technology or subscribing to a service but about making the Internet work for 

people. Getting people online is a critical first step, but the goal must be to keep people 

online through sustainable efforts that promote utilization and help each user derive value 

from the Internet in his or her own way. 

Because of academic, government, and independent research, the concept of the 

digital divide acquired complexity and nuance in the two decades since the publication of 

the first “Falling Through the Net” report. Its legacy has been the shift in focus from 

technology to deeply entrenched social divisions that condition its use. The issues raised 

pose challenges for federal, state and local policymakers seeking to support 

infrastructure, programs and projects that increase meaningful broadband adoption. 

POLICY AND THE ROLE OF PCCS 

Because the digital divide is rooted in larger socio-economic inequalities, the 

question of policy’s ability to resolve the problem remains. Strover (2014) wisely points 
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out that current communication policy is insufficient to address the larger inequities 

underpinning the digital divide. Yet, she suggests, certain efforts, such as subsidizing 

access and promoting public computing centers, which seek to promote digital training 

and literacy, can alleviate some of the symptoms. Likewise, Horrigan (2011) argues that 

one of the major barriers to adoption, namely perceptions of irrelevance of online 

content, stems from a lack of information, which digital literacy training can address. 

Accordingly, he recommends policymakers evaluate in more detail public, nonprofit and 

privately-supported efforts to encourage broadband adoption, with a particular focus on 

computer skills, media literacy, civic engagement, and online personal information 

management. The importance of PCCs in the digital divide narrative stems from their 

capacity to target historically underserved populations, their potential to foster 

community and social inclusion through outreach, and their provision of digital literacy 

and skills training that can promote meaningful use. 

However, policy support for PCCs has been uneven. Strover (2014, pp. 118-119) 

notes that the “feast-or-famine method of living from grant to grant is not socially 

beneficial; the non-profits contributing to resolving the divide could use something more 

methodical.” She points out that erratic and short-lived funding complicates PCCs’ ability 

to establish stability and develop long-term plans. She speculates that many smaller 

grants with a longer lifespan would make a more meaningful impact than the current 

short bursts of large amounts of federal funding. However, since PCCs have been 

typically perceived at the federal level as an interim solution to the digital divide in the 

U.S., policies towards them also have been short-term (Jayakar & Park, 2012). 

Federal funding for PCCs began under the Clinton administration with the $192.5 

million Technology Opportunities Program (TOP) in 1994, which supported community-

driven efforts to foster technology diffusion by using it to improve public services like 
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health and education (Davies, Wiley-Schwartz, Pinkett, & Servon, 2003). The Universal 

Service Fund (USF), commonly known as the E-Rate program, was established two years 

later to subsidize access in public institutions including libraries and schools (Davies et 

al., 2003). Despite its substantial $2.5 billion annual budget, Servon (2008) notes that the 

funds rarely trickled down to PCCs, since they were not part of the program’s mandate. 

To obtain the funding, the state had to petition on their behalf. However, the smaller, $65 

million Community Technology Centers (CTC) Program, initiated in 1999, fostered over 

400 PCCs and expanded one third as many (Davies et al., 2003).  

A significant policy shift occurred under the Bush administration, reflecting the 

FCC’s belief that the market would facilitate diffusion. As a result, both the TOP and 

CTC programs underwent funding cuts, and were subsequently eliminated, in 2004 and 

2006 respectively (Davies et al., 2003; NTIA, 2006; U.S. Department of Education, 

2006). Federal programs were supplemented in a number of states by state-level 

initiatives (Servon, 2008). In 1996, Texas, the site of study of this thesis, initiated one of 

the largest programs in promoting technology use in libraries, schools and non-profit 

healthcare facilities, with an annual budget of $150 million – the Telecommunications 

Infrastructure Fund (TIF) (Servon, 2008; Strover, Chapman, & Waters, 2004). However, 

the program was repealed in 2008 (Combs, 2008).  

Two key points emerge from this survey. First, these programs were cut as federal 

and state budgets tightened, and as political philosophies shifted. Second, the emphasis in 

funding goals has fallen almost exclusively on access: “[i]f one broad social goal in the 

US over the past 10 years has been to facilitate access, the more important goal of 

ensuring that access is meaningful for communities and individuals has slid off the 

agenda” (Strover et al., 2004, p. 467). However, under the Obama administration, the 

philosophy changed again. In its “National Broadband Plan” the FCC (2010, p. 176) 
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recognized that PCCs “provide supportive environments for reluctant and new users to 

begin to explore the Internet, become comfortable using it and develop the skills needed 

to find, utilize and create content,” signaling a commitment to overcoming barriers to 

digital inclusion. In an effort to demonstrate this commitment, as part of the American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, the NTIA launched the Broadband 

Technologies Opportunity Program (BTOP), which invested $4.7 billion in community 

infrastructure, public computing centers and sustainable broadband adoption projects, 

with the central goal of fostering economic growth in response to the 2008 recession 

(NTIA, 2010a). In other words, the program recognized PCCs as a key tool in the 

administration’s three-pronged effort to bridge the digital divide.1  

The significance of the shift requires qualification. First, of the total program 

budget, $200 million was earmarked for PCCs ("American Recovery and Reinvestment 

Act of 2009," 2009), or less than 5%. The program prioritized infrastructure and 

sustainable broadband adoption, acknowledging the limitations of PCCs in its larger 

mission of incentivizing economic growth. Second, like those of its predecessors, the 

goals of the BTOP emphasized expanding access, and most of its funding was directed to 

that end. Its commitment to PCCs was largely articulated through improving existing 

workstations and adding new ones (NTIA, 2010b). Nevertheless, the program also 

included broadband education, awareness and training as one of its goals, and used 

applicant proposals for training programs as one of its grant selection criteria 

(Department of Commerce, 2009). Therefore, even if BTOP’s support for PCCs was 

                                                 
1Though not the subject of study here, it is worth noting that ARRA also designated a substantial portion of 

its funding ($2.5 billion) for rural broadband access expansion, under the Broadband Initiatives Program 

(BIP), administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Utilities Service (RUS) ("American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009," 2009; Connected Texas, 2011). 
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relatively limited, the program sought to award those best poised to provide digital 

literacy training. 

Through the BTOP, the state of Texas received $31,910,533 for its public 

computing center programs (NTIA, 2010d). The highest-funded of these efforts, a 

Houston-based organization called Technology for All, received nearly $10 million 

(NTIA, 2010d). Technology for All partnered with Austin Free-Net (AFN), forming the 

Texas Connects Coalition (TXC2) (Technology for All, 2013). The project raised an 

additional $8.5 million from both private investors (Microsoft) and local sources, and 

invested in development and enhancement of 96 public computing centers in Austin, 

Houston, San Antonio and rural areas in Central Texas (Budd & Reed, 2014).  

However, BTOP funding ended in December of 2013 (Budd & Reed, 2014), 

raising the question of the sustainability of these sites, a question on which this thesis 

aims to shed light. Because the PCCs utilized the funding to expand their services, 

upgrade their computer stations and hire new staff, they had accrued additional costs, 

some of which can last long into the future (e.g. staff). Indeed, as Lemuel Williams, who 

has chaired the Austin Community Technology & Telecommunications Commission 

since 2007 noted, now that the BTOP funds are done, AFN will begin cutting back its 

programs (Austin Community Technology and Telecommunications Commission, 2015; 

Williams, 2012). Examining how the  end of this funding affected its service delivery and 

organizational operation can provide insights about the BTOP policy support for PCCs, 

and help direct future policies towards them. 

I address this question with respect to PCCs in Austin, operated by AFN, a 

recipient of the BTOP grant as a member of the TXC2 project. Some of the sites I 

examine here have operated for more than 20 years. Thus, they are no longer an “interim 

solution” to the divide problem, as suggested by NTIA’s 1995 report, but rather 
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mainstays of the communities they serve. In exploring this subset of PCCs, I am 

particularly interested in shedding light on two larger themes. First, given the significant 

influx of BTOP funds into their operation, I want to explore how PCCs approach the 

larger goal of promoting digital inclusion, and what challenges they face in doing so. 

Answering this question extends beyond enumerating hardware installations and training 

sessions offered. Rather, I hope to provide an in-depth account of what digital literacy 

training looks like from the ground perspective. Second, the end of BTOP funding raises 

the fundamental question of sustainability, particularly in the context of a massive 

expansion during the program. To answer this question, I focus specifically on the impact 

on key organizational components at the end of the grant period. These include staff, 

technical resources, outreach and metrics. At the same time, I also aim to examine how 

PCCs responded to organizational challenges, which further sheds light on the question 

of their sustainability. The larger goal of this exploration is to provide some insight into 

the opportunities and limitations of policy support for PCCs in its digital inclusion 

efforts.  

It is crucial to note that my research relies heavily on the insights of a year-long 

study of TXC2 PCCs, conducted during the BTOP by graduate students at UT-Austin in 

the LBJ School of Policy, under the direction of professors Kenneth Flamm and Sharon 

Strover (Baylor et al., 2013; Mudliar, Strover, & Flamm, 2013; Strover, Flamm, & Sang, 

2013). Additionally, it also takes cues from an NTIA-funded study conducted by ASR 

Analytics, assessing BTOP, including the TXC2 effort (ASR Analytics, 2015a, 2015b). 

These studies provide a foundational context for the work I conduct here. However, my 

study differs from these in two significant ways. First, I conducted the research nearly a 

year after the end of BTOP, allowing for insights and reflections into the post-BTOP 

operation of the PCCs. While the ASR study conducted follow-up calls to its case study 
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subjects in mid-2014, my research began months later, allowing me to shed more light on 

its aftermath. Second, related to this point, the studies in question examined several sites 

across the TXC2 project. Limiting my sample selection to Austin-based sites enables me 

to probe more deeply into some of their operations and dynamics.  

In the second chapter I present an overview of literature on the role PCCs play in 

promoting digital inclusion, fleshing it out in more detail. Next, I provide an account of 

organizational theory approaches to understanding the dynamic market environment in 

which nonprofits operate and the resource and organizational challenges they face to 

frame my findings in a larger theoretical context. Then, I identify key structural 

components which allow PCCs to offer their services, in an effort to provide a foundation 

for my investigation into their operation following the BTOP. I also address internal 

difficulties PCCs face in these areas. Throughout, I establish the findings from the 

aforementioned studies on the organizational components I identify. I conclude by 

enumerating the research questions I address in the study and describing the research 

methodology. 

In the third chapter, I present my findings with respect to the first research 

question: how do PCCs promote digital inclusion? I outline various services offered, as 

well as present a portrait of what digital literacy training looks like in practice, focusing 

on opportunities and challenges trainers and lab monitors face in carrying out this 

mission. I emphasize the limitations of what they can achieve, while underlining the 

importance of the services to the clients who use them.  

In the fourth chapter, I present my findings with respect to the second research 

question: what is the impact of BTOP funding running its course on the organization’s 

operation? I also address how PCCs responded to these and other challenges in an effort 

to provide a more complete picture of their sustainability.  
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In the final chapter, I frame the findings in a larger discussion about the role of 

PCCs in the digital inclusion effort, lay out the policy implications of my research, and 

conclude by noting the limitations of my study as well as identifying potential areas for 

future research.  

The findings I present here suggest that PCCs’ role in promoting digital inclusion 

and teaching digital literacy is fundamentally limited. Nevertheless, a demand exists for 

the services they provide, particularly some of its more innovative training approaches. 

Though their achievements may be more modest than some suggest, they are important. 

They also require staff, an area which was most intensely affected by the BTOP’s end. As 

a result, when the funds ended, the PCCs experienced disruptions in service which 

threatened much of the outreach and demand cultivation they conducted during the 

program. Demand dropped off, labs opened more sporadically, and AFN began to rely 

heavily on volunteers, whose numbers shrank in the year following the program.  

Some of the post-BTOP challenges in Austin have been cushioned by the support 

from the City of Austin itself. Indeed, it should be noted at the outset that AFN PCCs 

function in a better environment than many others. Austin’s population is significantly 

more connected than most of the U.S., with 92% Austinites having access as of 2014, 

compared with the 72% national average (Akamai, 2014; City of Austin, 2014a). 

Additionally, in 2014, the City of Austin (2014b) approved a forward-thinking Digital 

Inclusion Strategy plan which requires that digital inclusion outreach efforts as well as 

service programming acknowledge the population’s diverse needs and abilities. It also 

acknowledges relevance of online content as crucial in overcoming one of the main 

barriers to adoption. Moreover, Austin’s commitment to AFN has a long history, with the 

city having supported the nonprofit financially for more than a decade (Servon & Nelson, 

1999; Williams, 2012). Nevertheless, this support was fundamentally limited and did not 
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buffer AFN entirely against the end of BTOP funding. This raises questions about the 

wisdom of future expansion efforts of this scope and scale, instead of more modest but 

longer term support. 

However, the findings also suggest that AFN could have maximized its resources 

to provide a less painful transition to the post-BTOP reality. Particularly, internal 

miscommunication created a sense of distance between the central administration and the 

satellite labs. It also contributed to a prolonged Internet outage at a particular lab, 

resulting in closure and loss of clientele. Moreover, the unreliability of some of AFN’s 

metrics poses problems for capturing several of its achievements and shortcomings.  

More broadly, I argue that funding efforts like the BTOP, due to their size and 

emphasis on expansion, may actually make nonprofits more vulnerable to resource-

related uncertainties when they end. This is particularly problematic for organizations 

that lack resources, otherwise dedicated to expansion of services, to engage in other 

funding strategies, especially in environments which are not as supportive of their 

mission as Austin is to AFN. These findings have policy implications, particularly with 

regard to best enabling PCCs like AFN to promote digital inclusion, and I discuss them in 

the final chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The discussion of the digital divide concept in the introduction serves as a 

contextual backdrop for examining PCCs’ place in the larger digital divide equation, 

which in turn provides a context for examining policy interventions aimed to support 

them. First, it illustrates that whatever services PCCs provide, access alone is insufficient 

to reducing the digital divide or its negative effects. Second, because of the 

multidimensionality of the problem, it anticipates the argument that the PCCs’ role in 

bridging the divide is fundamentally limited, though nevertheless important. Investigating 

the extent to which they have the capacity to provide access, assist in overcoming barriers 

in digital literacy, and promote meaningful use of technology is one of the central 

questions here. I begin by examining their strategies for promoting digital inclusion, as 

well as their challenges and limitations in accomplishing this mission, to develop a 

theoretical context for their role in this effort. I also present relevant findings from other 

studies that examined PCCs in the BTOP context. Next, I address the larger social role 

nonprofits play, and briefly outline organizational theory accounts of the broader market 

environment within which nonprofits operate and the resource dependencies and 

challenges they strategize to overcome. In doing so, I attempt to provide a theoretical 

backdrop for the subsequent examination of specific challenges PCCs faced in the post-

BTOP environment. I also identify areas crucial to PCCs’ service delivery for this 

purpose, and examine the challenges they face internally in these areas. Likewise, here, I 

address what others have found with respect to BTOP’s end in these areas. I conclude by 

posing my research questions and describing the methodology I employ in this study. 
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PROMOTING DIGITAL INCLUSION 

 PCCs, also known as public access centers and community technology centers 

(CTCs), arose primarily from community-led endeavors to provide access to computers, 

and eventually Internet access. In her account of the history of such projects, Servon 

(2008) traces the roots of PCCs as far back as the 1980s, when the Playing2Win 

computer center opened in East Harlem, and the Penrose Library in Colorado provided 

users with dial-up modem access. In Texas, the site of study for this project, community 

leaders, private investors and city employees founded AFN in 1995 with the goal of 

extending computer and Internet access to its community (Austin Free-Net, 2015d). 

Through expansion, AFN Net now provides services, in various capacities, to 35 sites 

throughout Austin.  

Their structures, orientations and target populations vary. Examining the structure 

of PCCs in Texas, Strover et al. (2013) found that the sites were heterogeneous, operated 

in different spaces, dispensed different resources (e.g. number of computers), and had 

different organizational structures. The authors identified several subtypes: a) those 

embedded in residences, b) job centers, c) multi-use centers (including learning and 

literacy centers, senior centers, and homeless shelters), d) employment centers, and e) 

libraries. Similarly, Davies et al. (2003) proposed three different types of PCCs: stand-

alone centers, multi-service centers, and PCC networks, such as AFN. Thus, the services 

PCCs offer are often part of a larger series of activities of a host site in which these 

centers reside. These include health resources, job training, child development programs, 

tax assistance, and computer course offerings. Consequently, access and developing 

digital literacy are sometimes secondary or tertiary goals of a PCC host site. Because 

PCCs come in various shapes and sizes, serve different populations and offer diverse 

services, the umbrella term can seem somewhat deceptive. Nevertheless, they share 
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certain characteristics: they provide computer and broadband Internet access, typically 

along with digital literacy training, for different constituencies, primarily underserved or 

in-need populations (Jayakar & Park, 2012). Indeed, those who take advantage of PCC 

services tend to be low-income groups, minorities, the less educated, women, and seniors 

(Becker et al., 2010; Camacho & Gómez, 2012; Jayakar & Park, 2012; Servon, 2008; 

Straubhaar, 2012).  

The question of benefits, or return on investment for policy institutions funding 

these sites, is a salient one. If the goal of funding PCCs is primarily to promote access 

and digital literacy to foster digital inclusion, then examining how these sites function 

and are able to carry out these goals is crucial. At their most basic, PCCs serve as access 

portals to those without broadband at home (Servon, 2008; Straubhaar, 2012). However, 

they can foster digital literacy through training and development programs, empowering 

clients to overcome psychological barriers to meaningful use of technology (Stanley, 

2003; Strover et al., 2013). In their study of PCCs in developing countries, Bar et al. 

(2013a) find that PCCs can provide access to relevant information, facilitate contact with 

relatives and friends, save users time, and allow them to explore their hobbies. They also 

emphasize potential spillover effects, such as finding employment, and thus improving 

socio-economic status. More broadly, some argue that PCCs can foster community 

identities, engage diverse populations, improve tech access, promote civic engagement, 

encourage social interactions and their workforce development programs can bolster local 

economies (Davies et al., 2003).  

However, others find limited downstream impacts and caution against making 

bold causal arguments about the socio-economic effects of PCCs (Bar et al., 2013a; Sey 

& Fellows, 2009). In their comprehensive review of studies on the impacts of PCCs, Sey 

and Fellows (2009) find that users engage in social activities more than other types, 
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including ones related to economic development. On the other hand, Bar et al. (2013a) 

find value in such uses, arguing that they can contribute indirectly to economic 

development: information exchanges, including about jobs, increasingly unravel via 

social networks and email, while gaming can help users develop skills that translate well 

in other contexts. Nevertheless, the studies Sey and Fellows (2009) survey provide an 

inconclusive portrait of downstream impacts. While evidence suggests that public access 

to ICTs may increase education through training, strengthen local institutions such as 

libraries, and promote civic engagement, its impact on employment and social equity 

yields very mixed results. Bar et al. (2013a) argue that PCCs play a contributory role: 

while they cannot resolve fundamental inequalities underlying access and adoption, they 

can serve as venues where individuals can pursue certain goals that can improve their life 

chances. As Servon and Nelson (2001, p. 283) point out, though technology cannot erase 

the drivers of poverty, “CTCs are one mechanism by which low-income communities and 

the urban poor can gain access to IT and become active participants in the digital world.” 

These findings echo Strover’s (2014) point about the limits of communication policy in 

the context of public access.  

On the other hand, evaluating the effectiveness of PCCs is a problematic 

endeavor. Given the variety of goals, mission statements, and orientations, which not 

always include fostering digital literacy or promoting access directly, well-defined 

metrics are lacking. Moreover, in their study of 328 PCCs, Davies et al. (2003) note 

differences in the provision of training: some sites simply provide access, while others 

offer an array of general and specialized courses, ranging from basic computer skills to 

media creation to IT-related job training. These sites serve diverse users, including youth, 

the unemployed, seniors, homeless, the disabled and sometimes broader groups such as 

the residents of a specific neighborhood. Needs among these constituencies likely vary, 
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as do the usage patterns. Consequently, as Servon and Nelson (2001, p. 287) point out “it 

is important to not judge all CTCs by the same standards,” but rather focus on individual 

sites’ intended goals. Thus, the portrait that emerges suggests that PCCs’ outcomes are 

often at best mixed, and their accomplishments likely depend on factors like 

organizational goals, types of training offered, and constituency served. 

Given these observations, this review raises the question of the returns on policy 

support for PCCs in promoting digital inclusion, particularly at the scale of the BTOP 

grants. In September 2010, the NTIA awarded ASR Analytics, a private consulting firm, 

a $5 million contract to conduct an evaluation of BTOP program between September 

2010 and September 2014 (NTIA, 2010c).2 The ASR Analytics (2015b, p. 1) report 

assessed “the benefits that BTOP grant awards have had on broadband availability and 

adoption and in achieving social and economic benefits in areas served by the grantees.” 

One of the case studies included in the report was the TXC2 effort, the Austin subsample 

of which I examine here. The results of the report were published in January 2015, as this 

research was being conducted. Among general findings, the report noted nearly 2.5 

million users participated in a total of 11.5 million hours of computer training between 

June 2011 and July 3013. Overall, PCCs utilized BTOP funds to establish 656 new 

centers, and improved 2,471 existing ones, open for a total of 14 million hours, or 

approximately 43 hours per seven-day week during the assessment period. Thus, one 

major achievement was the expansion of services and their availability to clients.  

Among the foci of PCC training, cultivating digital literacy was by far the most 

popular, at over 5 million hours, with the second highest category, education and training, 

a distant second at 2.8 million hours. Workforce and economic development came in 

                                                 
2 Aside from the ASR Analytics assessment, ARRA dedicated a budget for NTIA’s BTOP oversight and 

management. However, the funding for program monitoring and assessment did not extend beyond 

September 2010, namely the first round of BTOP fund disbursement (Jayakar & Park, 2013). 
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third, with just over 2 million hours. In its case study of TXC2, ASR Analytics (2015a) 

noted the same pattern of training focus. However, usage patterns AFN measured based 

on a user survey skewed heavily towards economic outcomes: 65% of the PCC users 

reported they came to search for jobs, 37% to use social media, 35% to engage in adult 

education, 12% to learn computer skills, and 6% to apply for human service benefits. 

This represents a divergence from the Strover et al. (2013) study, conducted concurrently, 

whose examination of PCC URL data revealed overwhelming prevalence of social media 

use over all others. The authors qualify this result, by stating that job-focused digital 

literacy training was more prevalent in labs located in workforce development centers, 

which constituted a minority in their sample. This observation adheres to Servon and 

Nelson’s (2001) admonition about assessing PCCs by the same standards, without 

accounting for their organizational differences. 

In terms of best practices in training among all PCCs studied, ASR Analytics 

(2015b) found convergence on tailoring course material to users rather than offering 

formal, general courses, understanding specific client needs, and offering support and 

encouragement to them. Indeed, in its case study of TXC2, ASR Analytics (2015a) 

reported AFN launched a flexible, need-specific curriculum, which allowed students to 

learn different skills in the same class at the same time. Strover et al. (2013, pp. 29-30) 

characterize the digital literacy training somewhat differently: 

The project overall grappled with what digital literacy meant, and trainers often 

devised their own modules or one-on-one strategies to satisfy the needs of PCC 

clientele. Our conclusion is that digital literacy in the context of PCC operations 

may not be the most useful concept: the needs and the skill levels are so variable 

that attempting to cultivate and aim for a single measure, or standard, in training 

may not be the most worthwhile approach to assessing outcomes. Rather, a goal 

of enabling the users to ask intelligent questions, or to provide them with the 

skills to figure out how to get answers, may be more realistic and, in the long 

term, useful when it comes to achieving digital literacy.  
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In the context of this finding, need-tailored approaches reflect an attempt to address the 

inherent challenges in providing digital literacy training. Nevertheless, this 

characterization represents a far cry from the positive PCC outcomes reviewed at the 

outset of this section. Indeed, in their study of Midwestern, BTOP-funded PCCs catering 

to a primarily African American population, Martin and Schejter (2012) find that while 

the sites were used, the extent to which they were used was limited due to a lack of 

digital literacy among the clientele. The authors underscore the limited achievements: 

“their main success may have been in moving ‘have-nots’ to a ‘have-less’ position, and 

some ‘have-less’ (for example, those who have limited connectivity or old computers at 

home) to a reduced degree of need, but not to bridging the divide in full” (Martin & 

Schejter, 2012, p. 25).  

While these are significant limitations, it is important to delve further into them to 

get a fuller picture of what challenges PCC staff faces in offering these services, which I 

aim to do in this study. The metrics from the ASR report mean little without such an 

analysis. By looking at how PCCs engage in promoting digital inclusion and digital 

literacy training in more detail, we can begin to grapple with the shortcomings or benefits 

of their approaches. 

ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS AND CHALLENGES 

The above survey of PCCs’ role in promoting digital literacy remains incomplete 

without a consideration of the mechanisms and factors that allow for the sustained 

delivery of their services. In this section, I outline the broader market environment in 

which nonprofits operate, focusing on their resource dependencies and resource 

management. In doing so, I attempt to provide a theoretical context for understanding 

sustainability and organizational challenges nonprofits face, and then identify and 
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consider organizational components and activities that allow PCCs to carry out their 

missions: staff and resources, outreach, and metrics. 

Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) operate in a dynamic market environment 

marked by financial uncertainty. Sometimes referred to as the “Third Sector” (Kuna & 

Nadiv, 2013, p. 63), nonprofits seek to address social needs unmet by the private sector 

and the state as a result of market or government failure (Bahmani, Galindo, & Méndez, 

2012; Modi, 2012; Moulton & Eckerd, 2012). The private sector may lack profit 

incentives to pursue social causes, while the state may be unable to act on them due to 

high costs or insufficient human resources (Modi, 2012; Moulton & Eckerd, 2012). Aside 

from filling these gaps, nonprofits play a broader social role as value guardians 

promoting public interest, as advocacy groups drawing attention to social problems, and 

as cultivators of social capital through community development and by fostering civic 

participation (Eikenberry & Kluver, 2004). In enacting these roles, NPOs contribute to 

the civil society at large (Eikenberry & Kluver, 2004). Furthermore, NPOs can indirectly 

promote economic growth by developing human capital through training, thus improving 

the social environment conducive to entrepreneurship (Bahmani et al., 2012). Unlike the 

private sector, they seek to maximize utility over profit (Bahmani et al., 2012). 

Crucially, the Third Sector is dependent on the other two, private and public, for 

ongoing sustainability and survival (Kuna & Nadiv, 2013). In order to realize their 

missions, NPOs compete for private and public resources to fund their operations. These 

resources include funding, human capital, technology and institutional legitimacy 

(Moulton & Eckerd, 2012). Several scholars draw on the resource dependence theory for 

understanding how nonprofits maximize resources and address resource needs (e.g. 

Froelich, 1999; Jung & Moon, 2007; Lefroy & Tsarenko, 2014; Macedo & Carlos Pinho, 

2006; Malatesta & Smith, 2014; Moulton & Eckerd, 2012; Saidel, 1991). In its most 
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essential form, the theory posits that, in order to survive, organizations compete for often 

limited resources, which makes them subject to external constraints imposed by those 

who control them (Froelich, 1999). Consequently, effective organizations strategize to 

not only minimize their dependence on such resources, but also to meet the expectations 

of the entities that provide them, including complying with donor expectations and 

funding criteria (Moulton & Eckerd, 2012; Scott, 2003).  

The degree of scarcity and the importance of the resources to the organization 

seeking them aggravate or alleviate its dependency on these actors (Froelich, 1999). 

Thus, with more resources there is less dependence. However, the presence of fewer 

resources poses particular sustainability challenges to nonprofits (Lefroy & Tsarenko, 

2014). These challenges become pronounced when such organizations rely on a single 

source for funding (Macedo & Carlos Pinho, 2006). Even with a diversified funding base, 

many nonprofits continue to rely on government funding for long-term sustainability 

(Besel, Williams, & Klak, 2011). Because many NPOs address complex and long-

standing social problems, such long-term support remains crucial to their effectiveness 

(Kuna & Nadiv, 2013). In absence of state funding, financial uncertainty impedes 

planning of and investment in these programs (Scott, 2003). Moreover, public funding 

contributes to NPOs’ legitimacy and reputation (Jung & Moon, 2007), which its absence 

may undermine.  

Funding cuts force NPOs to undertake diverse strategies to maintain 

sustainability. Consequently, they increasingly become market oriented, relying on 

revenue diversification and resource alignment (Macedo & Carlos Pinho, 2006; Moulton 

& Eckerd, 2012). For instance, as funding sources disappear, NPOs often feel compelled 

to cross-subsidize their main programs with fee-based services that may contribute little 

to their overall organizational mission (James, 2003). Indeed, despite diminishing 
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dependence and potentially providing financial stability, such efforts may actually 

undermine NPOs’ missions (Froelich, 1999; Moulton & Eckerd, 2012). For instance, 

Weerawardena, McDonald, and Mort (2010) find that the focus on innovative fundraising 

may detract from service delivery. More generally, with federal and state spending cuts, 

like those I documented in the Introduction, nonprofits may feel pressured to shift their 

focus from their mission and target constituencies to “the money-chase” (Scott, 2003, p. 

42). Resource alignment with funding entities can compound these problems. If the 

expectations of these entities lack compatibility with NPOs’ missions then these missions 

may become compromised (Macedo & Carlos Pinho, 2006). For example, NPOs may 

modify their programs and services to criteria decreed by funding entities (Scott, 2003). 

These problems can be minimized if NPOs and their partners agree on desired outcomes 

(Moulton & Eckerd, 2012). Moreover, organizational norms, culture and history can 

contribute to NPOs’ commitment to their mission (Froelich, 1999).  

Conversely, another strategy nonprofits employ to cope with financial hardship is 

cost-cutting. Aside from reducing or eliminating programs or services, nonprofits’ 

continued sustainability sometimes depends entirely on volunteer labor, which they 

actively recruit (Kuna & Nadiv, 2013; Weerawardena et al., 2010). Retaining this 

important resource requires deliberate strategies on the nonprofit’s behalf. Vecina, 

Chacón, Marzana, and Marta (2013) find that volunteer retention is strongly affected by 

commitment to the organization, which can be fostered through clear communication of 

organizational goals and values. Garner and Garner (2011) emphasize the importance of 

welcoming constructive feedback from volunteers, as well as greater interaction with 

other staff and volunteers, for retention. 

Ultimately, when securing resources becomes a key preoccupation of NPOs, their 

potential public benefit becomes jeopardized. Eikenberry and Kluver (2004, p. 138) 
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emphasize that NPOs “are more than just tools for achieving the most efficient and 

effective mode of service delivery; they are also important vehicles for creating and 

maintaining a strong civil society.” Consequently, they argue that trends towards revenue 

diversification, contract competition, attracting new donors, and social entrepreneurship 

compromise the NPOs’ central role in fostering a civil society precisely by displacing 

values, distracting from mission objectives, and cutting unprofitable, but perhaps 

publically relevant programs and services. 

Given nonprofits’ dependencies on the broader market environment in which they 

operate, it is important to consider what specific resources and activities PCCs need to 

secure and engage in, respectively, to deliver their services. First, funding for human and 

technological resources remains essential to their ability to fulfill their core mission. This 

stems from not only ongoing hardware and software upgrades, but also attracting skilled 

staff (Davies et al., 2003). Without these resources, digital literacy projects will likely 

falter. Moreover, clients tend to choose PCCs for public access precisely because they 

can receive one-on-one help and develop relationships with trainers, which they lack at 

other sites, like libraries (Strover et al., 2013). Clark and Gómez (2012) find that 

perceived helpfulness of staff by clients was a stronger factor in peoples’ decision to 

choose a particular public access center over others. Gould and Gómez (2012) emphasize 

the importance of staff reputation and the trust clients place in them to PCC success in 

attracting patrons. In the BTOP context, ASR Analytics (2015a) reported that AFN 

heavily invested grant funds into human resources, hiring 17.5 full-time employees, 13 of 

whom were previously unemployed. It also provided Offender Employment Specialist 

training for its staff with the U.S. Department of Justice, and many staff members 

acquired digital literacy and technology skills simply through working for the 

organization. By cultivating a volunteer base, AFN was able to hold staff development 
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training sessions on Fridays as volunteers ran the labs. These human resources mattered: 

AFN reported that staffed labs performed better than ones without staff, and clients 

seemed to prefer the former (ASR Analytics, 2015a). More broadly, AFN and the entire 

TXC2 enterprise stated that without the grant the organization’s extensive expansion, its 

extended lab and training hours to serve additional patrons, and the hiring of additional 

staff to mount the project would not have been possible (ASR Analytics, 2015a). 

Aside from state and federal funding, PCCs rely on corporate and individual 

donations, as well as private investment, which represents the largest portion of their 

revenue (Servon, 2008). In a survey of PCCs, Servon (2008) found that nearly two-thirds 

identified funding as the biggest obstacle to their operation. Sey and Fellows (2009) also 

note that PCCs, particularly in low-income areas, struggle with sustainability. However, 

larger organizations are not immune to the problem. This raises concerns about what 

happens when sizable grants, like the BTOP, end. ASR Analytics (2015b) detected 

sustainability challenges immediately after BTOP funding ended: several of the PCCs in 

its sample scaled back operations, reducing hours of operation, limiting training programs 

on offer, and transferring management of programs run at host sites to partnering 

organizations. Half of them were unable hire staff and maintain equipment. Notably, 

ASR reported no sustainability issues for TXC2, a finding I explore further in this study. 

While the ASR report emphasizes the post-funding resource scarcity, equally 

crucial is the effective use of those resources, which ultimately rests with the organization 

itself. In their TXC2 study, Strover et al. (2013) found poor distribution of resources like 

computers among some of the PCCs. Consequently, some sites failed to meet demand, 

whereas at others computers were largely unused. This point underscores the importance 

of leveraging available resources, often limited, as efficiently as possible and raises 
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questions about PCCs’ capacity to do so, particularly networked PCCs such as AFN, 

which oversee several sites. 

This finding also hints at another crucial component underpinning PCCs’ ability 

to deliver its services, namely cultivating demand. Sometimes, effectiveness hinges on 

external conditions. For instance, Jayakar and Park (2012) argue that PCCs in areas with 

high broadband availability and low demand for their services are less likely to use funds 

effectively towards the promoting access and digital inclusion. However, even when 

demand exists, cultivating it requires careful planning and targeted outreach. In their 

study of 36 rural and urban recipients of TIF grants, Strover et al. (2004) observed that 

although many grantees improved facilities and infrastructure, they failed to involve their 

target communities in this process. Consequently, no one used the sites. Accordingly, the 

authors caution against funding projects with no plan for integrating their target 

community in how the funds were going to be used. However, they also point out that 

because TIF prohibited the funding of marketing efforts, spreading awareness of the sites 

faltered and contributed to the problem. Indeed, studies of similar projects emphasize the 

importance of outreach and awareness campaigns (e.g. Stanley, 2003; Warschauer, 

2002). These findings suggest that PCCs must not only consider the needs of the 

community in offering their services, but also actively work to draw it in, to serve it 

effectively.  

Implicitly, such outreach requires funding and likely some strategies work better 

than others. ASR Analytics (2015a) characterized AFN’s outreach approach as framing 

the benefits of broadband access as part of navigating daily life. Both the UT-Austin and 

the ASR TXC2 studies found that it most commonly took on traditional forms rather than 

the Internet: flyers, posters, participation in community events, and word-of-mouth, 

which proved to be most effective (ASR Analytics, 2015a; Baylor et al., 2013). 
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Additionally, at workforce centers, case managers referred their clients to the labs 

(Baylor et al., 2013). This last point underscores a larger theme in PCC literature about 

the importance of forging strategic partnerships, particularly with community-based 

organizations, since they can provide and extend reach to the communities they already 

serve (e.g. Servon, 2008; Strover et al., 2004). In its BTOP assessment, ASR Analytics 

(2015b) found that PCCs reported many benefits of the partnerships they cultivated, 

including the aforementioned client referrals. However, Strover et al. (2013) suggest that 

site-specific staff (i.e. not affiliated with AFN) in the TXC2 effort had little incentive to 

promote the use of technology within the centers, focusing instead on carrying out other 

site-specific goals. Thus, to what degree AFN continues to engage in outreach to promote 

its services, as well as the role partners play in this effort, is a question I engage in this 

study.  

Finally, adequately distributing resources, cultivating demand and ensuring users 

meet their needs requires performance monitoring. A lack of robust measures complicates 

the assessment of PCCs’ downstream impacts (Sey & Fellows, 2009). Moreover, grant-

funding institutions require progress metrics as part of their application process and often 

rely on PCCs’ reports for accountability, evaluation and oversight. Dependence on these 

funding entities can affect assessment criteria (Herman & Renz, 1999; Scott, 2003). For 

instance, with its focus on expansion and workforce development, the BTOP called for 

data on the number of new and improved sites, training participants, and training hours 

provided (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2013). Given the complexity of the social 

problems NPOs, including PCCs, seek to address and the often intangible outcomes of 

the services they offer, designing adequate performance measures represents a significant 

challenge (Helmig, Ingerfurth, & Pinz, 2014; Herman & Renz, 1999; Macedo & Carlos 

Pinho, 2006). Nevertheless, metrics play a significant role both in the policy process by 
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attempting to identify achievements and shortcomings of programs and services, and in 

securing funding. Importantly, such evaluation mechanisms require funding, including 

for at least one staff member to collect, analyze and report on site performance. 

Nevertheless, as Strover et al. (2013) discovered in their study, the TXC2 network lacked 

a standardized monitoring approach, and in many sites metric collection was saliently 

absent. Similarly, the ASR Analytics (2015a) report emphasizes that many of its TXC2 

findings are qualitative due to an absence of data collection beyond BTOP’s basic 

requirements. For instance, few PCCs had adequate metrics in place to measure client 

progress. Overall, ASR Analytics (2015b) found that although PCCs acknowledged the 

importance of rigorous data collection and planned to use it following the grant, data 

gathering was also one of the biggest challenges during the program. It manifested itself 

in different ways: the unwillingness of the clients to fill out surveys, a lack of a 

standardized approach to data collection, divergence of definitions of various terms 

between the NTIA and PCCs (e.g. training hours), and rudimentary methods of tracking 

data, including by hand and via Excel. Because of the importance of metrics, such 

shortcomings can present organizational challenges, particularly with respect to service 

delivery, resource distribution, and performance measurement.  

Without staff and resources to offer services, outreach to spread awareness of 

these services and cultivate demand for them, and adequate metrics to ensure resources 

are used efficiently, services work, and demand is met, PCCs would be severely 

handicapped in promoting digital inclusion. Many PCCs face challenges in all of these 

areas, both from a lack of funds and from internal organizational factors. These 

categories serve as useful points of entry for analysis of the aftermath of the end of BTOP 

funding as well as internal challenges in the operation of these sites. While both of the 

TXC2 studies referenced throughout examined these topics, much of this work was 
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conducted during the BTOP, and follow-ups were preliminary and occurred shortly after 

its end (ASR Analytics, 2015a, 2015b; Baylor et al., 2013; Mudliar et al., 2013; Strover 

et al., 2013). Nevertheless, they serve as guides in the research conducted here, which 

centrally aims to examine these issues in more depth.  

The two areas I explore in this study, promoting digital inclusion and the 

organizational mechanisms required to accomplish this goal, attempt to shed some light 

on PCCs’ role in the larger mission of bridging the digital divide. Based on the above 

analysis, I pose the following two sets of related research questions: 

RQ1a: How do PCCs promote digital inclusion? 

RQ1b: What challenges do they face in teaching digital literacy? 

RQ2a: What were the impacts of the end of BTOP funding on organizational 

operations? 

RQ2b: What are the challenges PCCs face in their organizational operations? 

In answering these questions I hope to engage policy challenges in two ways. First, I seek 

to provide further insight into what policy can achieve in supporting PCC efforts towards 

digital inclusion, by focusing on PCCs’ opportunities and limitations in carrying out this 

mission. This includes looking at specific services that deliver access and training, and 

providing a realistic account of how these services work. Second, by examining the 

challenges BTOP’s end poses for the PCCs in this sample, as well as their own internal 

challenges, I hope to also address the ways in which policymakers can better frame 

policy so that it can provide a longer lasting return on investment into these entities. In 

particular, I aim to unravel the sustainability issues substantial service expansion under 

the BTOP raised when funding ended, identifying areas that suffered most. I also attempt 

to shed light on PCCs’ own, internal organizational factors that can contribute to more 

efficient use of such funding, and strategies they employ to cope with limited resources. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The broad purpose of this project is to contribute to an understanding of the 

potential and limitations of what policy can achieve through PCCs in the service of 

digital inclusion, by examining the challenges PCCs face in the aftermath of one such 

policy: the BTOP. To address the research questions, I undertook three approaches.  

First, I conducted 14 interviews with various full and part-time staff, and 

volunteers. The interviewees, which represented a sample of people with insights into 

numerous aspects of the AFN organization, included trainers, lab monitors, IT personnel, 

managers and administrative staff. In order to create an atmosphere in which the 

interviewees could speak freely about their experiences, I anonymized their identities. 

Accordingly, I refer to them here using an alphabetical schema (e.g. Interviewee A, 

Interviewee B, etc.). Prior to each interview, I informed the interviewees about the 

purpose of the study and assured them their identity would be protected. In order to 

obtain consent, I asked each interviewee to read and sign a consent form approved by the 

Institutional Review Board of UT-Austin. I recorded the interviews, with rare exceptions 

when the noise level at an interview site made such recording impossible. In such 

circumstances, I took written notes. The interviews were semi-structured. The approach 

allows for follow-up and deeper probing into observations elicited from the interviewees, 

yielding a more comprehensive portrait than a rigidly structured interview approach 

might provide (Deacon, Pickering, Golding, & Murdock, 1999). 

I adapted interview questions, in part, from previous work in this field, notably 

the aforementioned UT-Austin study (Baylor et al., 2013; Mudliar et al., 2013; Strover et 

al., 2013). The questions sought to shed light on general practices and challenges, with 

specific follow-up questions probing issues raised that pertained directly to the research 

questions. Though I asked the interviewees a subset of the same questions, the 
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interviewees’ diverse roles and experiences within the sites’ operation shed light on 

different organizational aspects. Questions related to promoting digital inclusion explored 

site goals, services offered, computer use, typical client questions, and challenges they 

might encounter. With trainers and lab monitors, I inquired about experiences pertaining 

to training and interacting with clients to get a sense of their perceptions on realizing the 

mission of teaching digital literacy. To gain insight into the challenges related to service 

delivery and the organization’s operation, and thus to tackle the second set of research 

questions, I asked the interviewees about the resources the sites have available, how they 

are deployed, and whether the staff feel like they have enough support to fulfill their 

roles. I inquired about typical operational challenges and successes, outreach strategies, 

and performance measures. I asked the interviewees about any problems they faced when 

the BTOP ended. My goal was to get an understanding of how the organization functions, 

how BTOP’s end affected its operation, and whether it faces any internal, organizational 

challenges in service delivery. The interviews were conducted between November 2014 

and March 2015, and ranged from a half hour to over an hour in length. I coded answers 

based on the areas of focus established here and analyzed the responses qualitatively. I 

include a full interview protocol in Appendix I.  

Second, to supplement the interviewees’ accounts, particularly with respect to 

resources, I examined a host of publically available documents. For instance, I examined 

AFN’s tax records to get a sense of the organization’s finances over several years. I 

looked at AFN’s reports to the City of Austin, documenting training sessions as well as 

lab activity before and during the BTOP. I relied on City of Austin meeting minutes and 

memoranda to shed light on the scope of the city’s support to the organization, 

particularly in anticipation of the BTOP’s end. I also obtained AFN’s internal 

performance data for 2013-2014 which tracked, among other things, lab computer 
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activity and training participation. I used these data to paint a more quantitative portrait 

of post-BTOP changes, and to get a sense of how many clients utilized the services AFN 

offered. I looked at AFN’s social media sites to get a sense of outreach the nonprofit 

conducts via these digital channels. I also visited AFN’s website for information about 

lab locations and hours of operation, the services the organization offers, its mission, and 

its history. As I rely on these resources, I cite them throughout and include them in the 

bibliography. 

Third, to get a first-hand sense of the lab spaces, user activity and lab monitor and 

client interaction, I observed six computer labs during their hours of service for several 

hours. The sites of study are all Austin-based. They are either directly run by AFN or 

receive hardware or training support from the nonprofit, or both, a choice made due to the 

fact that AFN received substantial funding from the BTOP grant, whose end likely 

affected these sites’ operation. I also selected sites which reflect different services and 

orientations, and which serve different populations. In doing so, I hoped to gain insights 

about the relationship between these factors and service delivery, in the larger context of 

the discussion of PCCs role in promoting digital inclusion. The sites of study are: 

1. Austin Free-Net’s DeWitty Center (stand-alone site with a focus on access and 

digital literacy training, operated by AFN staff) 

2. Austin Free-Net’s Rosewood Center (open access lab in a community center 

providing health and human services, operated by AFN volunteers) 

3. Austin Free-Net’s Trinity Center (open access lab in a center providing resources 

for the poor and the homeless, exclusively open to women two days a week, 

operated by Trinity Center staff) 
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4. Austin Resource Center for the Homeless (ARCH) (open access and training labs 

in a center providing resources for the homeless, operated by volunteers recruited 

by ARCH, though AFN provides limited volunteer support) 

5. Goodwill Rosewood Lab (open access lab residence-based center, operated by 

Goodwill staff) 

6. South Austin Neighborhood Center (open access lab in a community center 

providing human health services, operated by AFN volunteers) 
 

 

Figure 1: Map of Sites of Study3 

  

                                                 
3Source: Google, 2015 
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Chapter 3: Promoting Digital Inclusion 

The most significant legacy of the BTOP for AFN was the vast expansion of 

services in existing and new labs. Between the first fund disbursement in September 2010 

and the final one at the end of August 2013, the organization expanded from 15 to 33 

sites and more than doubled the amount of computers available to the public (Austin 

Free-Net, 2014a; U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010). As a result, its user logins 

jumped two-fold, and nearly thirty times more students underwent its training (Austin 

Free-Net, 2014a). My focus in this chapter falls on unpacking the services these PCCs 

offer, and identifying their strengths and shortcomings in promoting digital inclusion. 

Specifically, I begin by offering a typology of forms of access and training AFN provides 

at these sites. Then, I delve into a ground-level account of strategies AFN staff employ to 

cultivate digital literacy among the clients; an account that seeks to contextualize the 

macro-level findings ASR Analytics (2015b) reported. Indeed, despite the breadth of the 

services AFN offers, consistent with literature, many of the outcomes are best 

characterized as modest, though important. The most potentially successful ones rely 

heavily on staff, and its consistency. 

SERVICES 

AFN’s mission captures the BTOP’s focus on broadband awareness and 

workforce development services for the underserved perfectly: 

Austin Free-Net provides technology training and access for the community, 

fostering skills that enable people to succeed in a digital age. Our computer labs 

and classes are open to all; our focus is on under served [sic] communities. The 

knowledge we offer helps people obtain jobs, improve their lives, and participate 

as active citizens (Austin Free-Net, 2015a).  

A brief description of AFN, situated below its mission on its website, states this more 

succinctly: “Austin Free-Net, is a 501(c)(3) a nonprofit organization that has been 
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working to bridge the Digital Divide in the Austin area since 1995” (Austin Free-Net, 

2015a). AFN realizes this goal by offering four types of services to its clients: 1) free 

digital literacy training, 2) open access labs, 3) paid IT training classes, and 4) paid IT 

support to small nonprofits (Austin Free-Net, 2015a). I examine them here in turn, with 

two minor modifications. First, paid IT training classes denote classes funded by an 

external organization, though ultimately free to clients. Although I identify them, since 

the focus here falls on training approaches, I discuss them alongside free digital literacy 

training. Second, I add an “Other Services” category where I discuss services that do not 

fit into the above typology. 

My findings reveal that, in practice, these types of services break down even 

further into various activities in which AFN engages to promote digital inclusion. Each 

comes with its own sets of strengths and weaknesses. The organization offers some of 

these services at specific sites and to specific populations, while others are deployed 

universally throughout the AFN network. 

Free Digital Literacy Training and Paid IT Training Classes 

Digital literacy training was an explicit goal of the BTOP program and one of the 

evaluation criteria for grant eligibility ("American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 

2009," 2009; NTIA, 2009, 2013). Accordingly, AFN expanded its training services to 

several sites, offering a host of free digital literacy classes. Some are funded by the 

organization itself, while others are provided on a contractual basis with other entities 

that pay for them. Into the latter category fall The Boys & Girls Club and ARCH classes 

examined here, as well as the Housing Authority of the City of Austin (HACA) Section 8 

housing site classes that AFN launched as this research was being conducted. The Boys 

& Girls Club funds its own classes, which AFN began offering at the end of 2013, in the 
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final months of the BTOP. ARCH training was paid for in part by Frontsteps, which runs 

ARCH, and the City of Austin, via the GTOPs grant awarded to AFN in 2012, and again 

in 2013.4 The funding for the HACA classes came from Google, in its efforts to promote 

its Google Fiber ISP service in Austin. These entities subsidize the classes, so that they 

remain free to students who wish to take them.  

The training AFN conducts reflects diverse approaches to teaching clients how to 

use computers, failed and successful experiments in curriculum development, and 

challenges trainers face in delivering them. These services fall into three categories: 1) 

formal, structured classes, 2) classes with a curriculum tailored to each client’s needs, and 

3) limited to extensive one-on-one tutoring on specific, computer-related tasks.  

The first was launched as part of the BTOP broadband awareness training 

requirements. These formal classes consisted of a set curriculum taught at specific hours 

during the week. However, as AFN itself acknowledged, they failed to attract demand 

(Austin Free-Net, 2014a). The nonprofit attributed the lack of success to several factors, 

all converging on a failure to meet clients’ needs. The classes’ rigid structure failed to 

account for the physical mobility of the many transient members of its target population, 

as well as the scarcity of time among low-income groups invested in other things like 

work and child care. Their fixed curriculum also presupposed the same computer skill 

levels among the students, whereas in reality they ranged widely. Moreover, as one 

trainer put it, due to unsuccessful experiences with formal education, many clients simply 

do not respond well to it. Finally, AFN found that most clients with no digital literacy 

skills had little desire to acquire them (Austin Free-Net, 2014a). In light of BTOP’s 

general emphasis on training as an important condition of its funding, this frank self-

                                                 
4The Grant for Technology Opportunities (GTOPs) divides $200,000 annually between competing 

organizations that strive to promote digital inclusion, using ICTs in original ways to do so (City of Austin, 

2014c). 
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assessment suggests that a one-size-fits-all approach to teaching digital literacy neglects 

to acknowledge diverse client needs and learning styles. It also emphasizes that other 

factors, such as type of training, are at play when it comes to successfully instilling 

digital literacy skills. 

Nevertheless, AFN’s formal courses did not fail entirely. As a staff member 

pointed out, structured classes work particularly well among the Spanish-speaking 

population, for whom they appear to reinforce a sense of community, both through a 

common language and class rituals, such as bringing food to share with classmates, 

although this too requires qualification. AFN continues to offer these classes through its 

partnership with The Boys & Girls Club for parents of the children in the club. The 

students are primarily Spanish-speaking, with various skill levels and a wide age range, 

from approximately 35 to 75.5 The curriculum employs step-by-step instructions on how 

to complete particular tasks, but also relies heavily on online tutorials and computer 

games designed to strengthen basic skills, such as typing. The training philosophy 

emphasizes repetition, feedback and encouragement, with a goal to bring “some 

concreteness into the abstract world of computers,” as a trainer, Interviewee B, put it. The 

students’ digital literacy is basic at best. Many are awkward with the mouse, naïve about 

captchas, sometimes mistaking them for passwords, and unfamiliar with searching. Yet 

some of the parents recognize that the Internet serves as an invaluable source of 

information and eagerly aspire to learn how to harness its potential. In the words of 

Interviewee B, “if they could just figure it out, they could tap into it.” These represent the 

most successful students: they embrace the experience, desire the knowledge, and ask 

questions. Others, on the other hand, give up or stop attending after learning a particular 

                                                 
5This range suggests that some are grandparents or guardians. 
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skill they sought to acquire. Consequently, the curriculum seems particularly well-suited 

to those who not only have time for such classes, but also engage in them fully. They 

seek to master digital literacy skills, whose importance they recognize and of which they 

do not need convincing. AFN remains committed to this type of training: with Google’s 

support, it launched it at six HACA sites in January 2015. Though initial sign-ups were 

high, no data is available on their performance as of this writing. 

Over the course of the BTOP, based on its experiences with formal, structured 

classes, AFN evolved its training approach (Austin Free-Net, 2014a). ARCH served as 

the testing ground for the new classes, thanks in part to a GTOPs grant AFN received in 

2012 from the City of Austin. The organization used the funds to build a lab dedicated to 

digital literacy training, where it launched a digital literacy curriculum alternative to the 

linear one employed at the Boys & Girls Club sites currently and at other labs during the 

BTOP phase. The approach partly relies on self-directed learning. At the beginning of a 

class, the trainer offers students sets of cards each with five skills on them and 

instructions on how to accomplish the tasks. The student then selects a card with skills he 

or she wants to learn and the trainer covers these topics one-on-one with each student 

during a single session. This teaching style, which tailors the curriculum to individual 

student needs, “worked beautifully,” in the words of Interviewee E. Moreover, at least in 

2013-2014, it employed robust metrics to measure student progress, including pre- and 

post-class skill testing and goal achievement. Figure 2 shows how many students, on 

average, opened a Google account, made a skill gain between pre- and post-tests, built 

resumes, got job interviews, and got jobs.6 Notably, this is the only free AFN service that 

                                                 
6Data comes from AFN’s internal metrics report (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). 
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appears to collect such detailed metrics and, consequently, provides some tangible proof 

of workforce development. 
 

 

Figure 2: Flexible Curriculum Student Performance 

The City of Austin was pleased with the results as well, and in 2013 awarded 

AFN another GTOPs grant to continue the work the nonprofit initiated at the site (City of 

Austin, 2013b). The classes’ popularity stems from an established client base, namely the 

sizeable ex-offender population at ARCH that wants to integrate back into society by 

finding a job, starting a business, and connecting with relatives. Technology represents an 

avenue to realizing those goals. Because the training is flexible, it allows students to learn 

skills best suited to their individual needs. However, because technology evolves at a 
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rapid pace, many of the cards frequently become outdated and require updating. While 

the changes are frequently small, like an update to Gmail’s basic layout, they can serve as 

possible roadblocks to training because they require users, and sometimes trainers, to 

relearn how to complete a particular task or process. Moreover, because these classes 

require significant one-on-one interaction, they are capped at seven, and consequently 

some potential students have to be turned away. In other words, the classes fail to meet 

demand. Moreover, based on staff observation, students who are turned away rarely 

return, suggesting that the cap represents a barrier to entry for them. Nevertheless, the 

classes work for the students who take them and, thus, what was once an alternative has 

become a mainstream training approach at AFN. 

Finally, AFN provides one-on-one computer training at several of its labs (Austin 

Free-Net, 2015e). In terms of curriculum, this type of training lies at the opposite 

spectrum of the formal classes at the Boys & Girls Club sites: there is none. It consists of 

one-on-one tutoring based on client need. This approach is most formalized at the Job 

and Computer Learning Lab located in the DeWitty Center, which is specifically 

designated for tutoring those with minimal digital literacy. The lab welcomes anyone 

who needs assistance with a specific task, including building a resume, searching or 

applying for a job, connecting with relatives on Facebook, or opening an email account. 

A trainer identifies the client’s need and conducts one-on-one tutoring to fulfill that need. 

In practice, however, the tutoring conducted at the Job and Computer Learning Lab does 

not differ significantly from tutoring provided by volunteers and lab monitors at AFN’s 

open access labs (discussed below). At these other sites, open access lab staff simply 

assists users regardless of skill level with any questions they may have. These 

interactions are frequently informal and most tailored to user needs out of all three 

training approaches surveyed here.  
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Indeed, AFN’s digital literacy training services represent a range of different 

teaching approaches, all geared towards digital inclusion, from the most structured to the 

most individualized. Each has a particular focus, and is employed in different contexts, 

with different client bases. While the formal classes failed to resonate with much of its 

clientele, they are not as resource-heavy as the more individualized classes offered at 

ARCH. However, the tailored classes strike a balance between a one-size-fits-all 

curriculum and one-on-one tutoring. Their ultimate goal is to engage students in 

acquiring digital literacy skills that they find useful in a formal class session. The one-on-

one lab tutoring, on the other hand, though most flexible, is also generally focused on 

addressing a given client’s need in a particular moment. However, Figure 3 below reveals 

that this service is also the most used by AFN’s clientele, with the tailored training 

offered at ARCH a distant second.7 This reinforces the notion that most clients seek to 

satisfy a particular need through technology, rather than deliberately improve their digital 

literacy skills more generally. Thus, digital literacy classes are not for everyone, 

regardless of curriculum type, although the more tailored curriculum draws more students 

than the formal one employed at the Boys & Girls Club sites. I address the challenges 

inherent in all approaches later on in this chapter. 

                                                 
7AFN has limited data on the participants in these classes. The numbers presented in the table include 

return students. AFN has clean and consistent unduplicated student data for ARCH only, making cross-

comparisons impossible with Boys & Girls Club and DeWitty training participants using that metric. I 

return to the subject of metrics in the next chapter. 
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Figure 3: Participants in AFN Training – FY 2013-2014 

Open Access Labs 

Using BTOP funding, AFN launched several new public open access labs at 

various sites through strategic partnerships with other nonprofits. As of this writing, AFN 

provides and maintains computers for 35 open access labs. The focus here falls on 

ARCH, DeWitty, Goodwill’s Rosewood Job Help Center, Rosewood-Zaragosa, South 

Austin Neighborhood Center, and Trinity. AFN lab monitors and AFN-recruited 

volunteers run DeWitty, Rosewood and South Austin Neighborhood Center labs, while 

partner site personnel manage the rest. The labs occupy diverse spaces, as Strover et al. 

(2013) found in their sample, and all except DeWitty are embedded in host sites, where 

they represent only one of several services offered on the premises. They promote digital 

inclusion by providing computer and broadband access to those who lack it and, as I 

mentioned above, tutoring for users who need assistance. Though the populations who 

utilize each lab vary, a clear pattern emerges: social and entertainment uses predominate 

over any other kind, with minor nuances across the labs.  
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During my visits to the labs, I observed most clients engaging in social 

networking and entertainment, with a significant minority searching for jobs, or utilizing 

some form of social services online. At one observation session at Trinity, three out of 

the four computers were being used for social and entertainment purposes, with one user 

filling out a driver’s license renewal request. At South Austin Neighborhood Center, 

clients watched YouTube clips and logged onto Facebook. At DeWitty, YouTube also 

predominated, although a small minority did look at classifieds on craigslist.com. At 

ARCH, interestingly, most users played online computer games – an activity I did not 

observe the majority of users engage in at any other site I visited.  

These are not chance findings. Lab monitors, trainers and volunteers I interviewed 

confirmed the pattern. One lab monitor stated she observed about a quarter of the clients 

actually looking for a job in any given day. Another noted that the most popular activities 

he observed were job searching on sites like craigslist.com and watching videos on 

YouTube. The URL data collected for the Strover et al. (2013) study portrays a starker 

picture: just over 1% of the visited sites like craigslist.com and a state government 

website, whereas more than 20% visited Facebook. The authors qualify this result, 

suggesting that job-related browsing was more predominant at labs in sites dedicated to 

workforce development. While I did not collect URL data for this study, based on 

observations I found this to be true at one site specifically: the Goodwill Rosewood Job 

Help Center. Clients were either looking for jobs or reading the news. This stems from 

the fact that the site is explicitly dedicated to such uses: those engaging in social uses are 

asked to leave, unless no one else is using the computers. Interviews also revealed that at 

DeWitty’s Job and Computer Learning Lab the trainers frequently assisted with resume 

building and general job-hunting activities. However, in absence of a specific emphasis 

on such lab use, or guided training focused on using technology for workforce 
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development, overwhelmingly the use was primarily social or entertainment-related at all 

other sites. 

What accounts for this pattern of use? Though there are various factors at play, 

including a tolerance for social and entertainment uses at many of the labs, one 

interviewee provided another potential clue. At a lab embedded in a larger site, she 

observed that many clients came in to pass time while waiting for an appointment. 

Indeed, at health and human services (HHS) sites such as Rosewood and South Austin 

Neighborhood Center, as well as places like ARCH, clients often wait to receive a 

particular service or meet with a case worker. Depending on the wait, they can enter a 

lab, check their Facebook or email, play a game, or watch YouTube clips. However, the 

degree to which this plays a role remains unclear without surveying the users of these 

sites about their purposes in visiting the site. 

Underlying these common usage patterns are nuanced differences. Since the labs 

are located within partner sites with different orientations, the clients who use these labs 

have different characteristics and needs. For instance, staff observed that the Trinity 

Center’s general population has a higher digital literacy than that at ARCH. Though both 

assist the homeless, Trinity also focuses on impoverished adults, while a substantial 

portion of ARCH’s clients are also ex-offenders. Both populations skew towards the 

social and entertainment patterns of use, but the Trinity clients more so, whereas those at 

ARCH seek job-related assistance more often. Because the sites are situated within a city 

block of one another, there is some overlap in these populations. Consequently, the 

differences in computer use among them are likely to be small, though large enough to be 

observable. There is one pronounced difference between Trinity and other sites: on 

Mondays and Tuesdays its computer lab is open exclusively to women (Trinity Center, 

2013). Staff noted that typical requests from the female clients include how to file for 
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divorce, change one’s name, write a resume and deal with online scams, which occurred 

with some frequency since female clients enjoyed completing online surveys that 

sometimes asked for personal information. At the DeWitty lab, located at the AFN 

headquarters, clients tend to have stronger computer skills and require limited support 

from the staff. This partly stems from the fact that the mere presence of the Computer and 

Job Learning Lab, just down the hall, allows lab monitors to refer users who need 

additional assistance for tutoring.  

The physical lab spaces vary. At Trinity, as Interviewee D observed, the noise 

level at the lab can impede accomplishing certain tasks. Her characterization of Trinity as 

a “gymnasium” rings true: the four AFN computers are situated in the corner of the same 

open space where all clients gather to get food, and talk to Trinity staff about social 

benefits and other services. There is little to no privacy. Though all labs I visited 

provided little privacy for their users, they were, for the most part quiet, and the rooms 

were dedicated solely to computer use, separating them from the rest of the host site. 

Aside from Trinity, one exception to this pattern is the lab at Goodwill – the lab shares 

the space with the reception area. At sites where labs had their own dedicated spaces, 

they were occasionally hard to find. ARCH, DeWitty, Rosewood, and South Austin 

Neighborhood Center labs were all tucked away in areas that were not immediately 

visible. Though the labs had some signage on the doors, identifying them as open access 

labs, the host sites rarely had signs directing users to these labs. Labs’ visibility within 

their host sites raises the question of how visibility affects use. 

I draw the usage data I present here from AFN’s internal metrics report, which 

relies on tracking software that records mouse and key activity on each AFN computer on 

an hourly basis. AFN reports this data as “logins” (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). However, 

the report does not differentiate between repeat and unique users, so the picture it paints 
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should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, at the very least, it serves as an 

indicator of the general activity at each of the sites examined here. Figure 4 shows total 

computer logins per site for fiscal year 2013-2014, with DeWitty’s open access lab 

exhibiting the most activity, followed by ARCH, with Rosewood as a distant last. These 

results imply that more users visit DeWitty or simply use DeWitty computers more 

frequently than at any other site. 
 

 

Figure 4: Total Logins per Site FY 2013-2014 

Given that some labs are open longer than others and house different numbers of 

computer stations, the above login distribution tells a limited story. However, additional 

data also allow us to draw more refined conclusions about lab use. Figure 5 represents 

daily logins per each computer at the site, which changes the picture substantially.8 In 

                                                 
8To calculate daily logins, I first divided the total logins by 52 weeks. Then, I divided the result based on 

the advertised days of service for each lab. For example, Trinity’s lab is open for half a day, four days out 

of the week, so I divided its total weekly logins by two. ARCH is open seven days a week, so I divided its 

total logins by seven. These rudimentary calculations do not take into account unforeseen lab closures, and 

therefore are not exact – however, lab closures, as I establish in the next chapter, only significantly affected 

Rosewood. Consequently, its daily logins per computer could be slightly higher than my results here 

indicate. However, the rest of the lab logins should reflect their actual usage more closely than the total 

logins data. 
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terms of daily usage per computer, Trinity comes in first, with ARCH second, with nearly 

50% fewer logins. Taken together, these findings suggest that although more users visit 

DeWitty, with its 16 computers, in a given year (Figure 4), Trinity’s lab, with only eight 

computers, is ultimately busier per computer. While I address the organizational resource 

distribution aspect in the next chapter, busy labs present certain challenges for the people 

who run them and without whom they would not open: lab monitors and volunteers. 
 

 

Figure 5: Average Daily Logins per Site per Computer FY 2013-2014 

The role of these staff, some affiliated with AFN and some not, extends beyond 

the tutoring discussed in the previous section. They also manage the labs and allocate the 

computer resources by imposing and enforcing time limits. Lab sign-in sheets, present at 

all labs I visited, require users to put down the time they enter the lab, providing a time 

stamp to assist lab monitors in this task. Time management unravels differently for each 

lab, depending on how busy it is. For instance, even though DeWitty limits lab access to 

three hours per person, if there is no line, lab monitors allow clients to continue using the 
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available computers. Similarly, at labs like Rosewood and South Austin Neighborhood 

Center, the sites were rarely at capacity and clients were allowed to stay as long as they 

wanted.  

However, when the labs were busy, enforcing these time limits proved a 

challenge. My interviews revealed that this proved most difficult at Trinity, which is the 

busiest site. It also has limited hours, approximately 9am to 1pm, depending on when 

clients finish eating breakfast, and few computers (four when I visited). Currently, the lab 

imposes 20 minute time limits on computer usage. Clients could be “selfish” with their 

time, as Interviewee D put it, and the approach to regulating clients’ computer time 

would ultimately consist of a judgment call on the monitor’s part. These calls treated 

clients who worked on job applications or applied for government services with more 

leniency, acknowledging that such applications can take more time. The approach of 

tolerating other activities while prioritizing job-related use was relatively consistent 

among all staff I spoke to who worked at the labs in this study’s sample.  

In some labs, managing time limits proved less of a challenge. One volunteer at 

ARCH, Interviewee H, stated that although the lab is always busy, she did not enforce 

time limits or asked anyone to leave. Occasionally, there would be a line outside the lab, 

but she found that clients were “pretty respectful” of sharing the computers. When I 

observed the lab there was no line, but all computers were in use and most clients stayed 

beyond the established time limit. When they left, another client would quickly fill the 

vacant space. DeWitty’s experience with time limits suggests that over time clients 

became aware of a lab’s rules and that it is ultimately a shared space. When the time limit 

was first imposed, clients often had to be asked to leave. However, as one monitor told 

me, now they are aware of the time limits and do not have to be reminded. Thus, a certain 

culture and order has been established in the lab. This appears to stem from the presence 
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of one consistent monitor dedicated to that particular lab. As one staff member said, 

enforcing rules is easier when the clients know the lab monitor, because they are less 

likely to try and manipulate him or her to get additional computer time. Conversely, with 

new staff or volunteers, still in training, such manipulation is much easier.  

Moreover, consistency also facilitates familiarity with regular clients and their 

needs, making time-limit judgment calls more efficient. A consistent pool of trainers and 

volunteers also assists in establishing a culture of respect and, as Interviewee C described 

it, keeping the lab “a safe place.” Various interviewees mentioned mild altercations 

between clients, as well as misbehavior by predominantly male clients, including looking 

at pornography, which is explicitly forbidden. Though such problems arise very rarely, it 

falls on the lab staff to resolve them.  

Open access labs are the cornerstone of AFN’s mission to promote digital 

inclusion by providing the most basic of its services: access to those who lack it 

elsewhere. Despite differences in populations that use them, the spaces they occupy, and 

the amount of resources they have, they share that same basic function and goal. Even 

though AFN’s mainstay, the DeWitty lab, logs the most activity overall, it also has the 

most computers. Exploring AFN’s data more closely reveals that the busiest labs are 

those that target the neediest population, namely not only those lacking access at home, 

but also those who are most likely homeless. The demand among this population seems 

the largest. Indeed, at ARCH, some clients have asked for more regular hours of service. 

This suggests that lab visibility, within the host site, matters little when the demand is 

high. Lab monitors and volunteers play a crucial role in managing these labs, both by 

establishing a safe atmosphere and attempting to ensure clients accomplish their specific 

goals within time limits imposed in an effort to regulate the demand for the computers. 
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IT Support to Small Nonprofits – Fix-Net 

AFN’s services extend beyond providing access and training to Austin’s 

underserved population. The organization’s contract with the city stipulates that it also 

provide technical support to other nonprofits in order to “address the digital divide” (City 

of Austin, 2013a). Thus, Fix-Net, AFN’s IT support program, represents a broader 

interpretation of promoting digital inclusion than the other services discussed here. Its 

focus is not just on individuals. Through Fix-Net, AFN also attempts to engage 

nonprofits that lack technological resources that might facilitate their delivery of their 

services to their target populations. In other words, it attempts to bridge what Servon 

(2008, p. 177) refers to as “the organizational divide,” namely a lack of technological 

capacity and resources among non-profit, community-based organizations (CBOs). 

Fostering such a capacity, she argues, allows CBOs to play an indirect role in promoting 

digital inclusion at the very least by creating content relevant to the people they serve 

who often lack access themselves. 

The City of Austin offers no guidelines for the program beyond the basic 

technical support requirement, so much of its development and evolution has been driven 

by AFN staff. A fee-based service launched in 2003 (Austin Free-Net, 2015d), Fix-Net 

was initially intended as a parts-replacement program, but as tech support evolved from 

hardware and software maintenance to network administration support, the program 

evolved as well. The services it offers include an assessment of how technology can 

address the needs of the client, network and other equipment installation and 

maintenance, software security, database creation, and organizational website design 

(Austin Free-Net, 2015f). However, providing technical support is “half the equation,” as 

Interviewee G put it. The other half is IT training through hands-on experience, which is 
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AFN’s current primary focus. The organization partnered with ITT Technical Institute, 

which pays its employees to assist AFN in providing training to other nonprofits.  

The central goal behind Fix-Net is to enable nonprofits to deliver their services 

seamlessly by providing technological solutions, with which they may have little or no 

experience. Indeed, none of the clients are partner sites, since the contract with the City 

of Austin requires that AFN assists nonprofits whose primary goals have nothing to do 

with technology. Also, the focus falls on organizations with an operational budget of less 

than $5 million (Austin Free-Net, 2015c). As Interviewee G characterized it:  

Nonprofits do what they do best. That does not include anything regarding 

technology. But unless you’re going to work with pencil and paper you’re going 

to be touched by technology, which means you’ve got to have some level of 

support and maintenance going on. So that’s our expertise. We wanted to deliver 

that.  

Aside from the city contract requirement, the rationale for Fix-Net is two-fold. In an 

immediate sense, it aligns with AFN’s mission to provide technical training and, in the 

longer term, AFN hopes it will provide revenue, contributing to the organization’s 

sustainability. 

The program has been sporadically operational and is currently inactive, though 

AFN hopes to re-launch it. I return to this subject in the next chapter. 

Other Services – Pearson Vue Testing 

In September 2014, partly spurred by frequent client inquiries about GED testing 

locations, AFN’s DeWitty site became a certified Pearson Vue testing center. As a result, 

Pearson Vue clients can take exams directly at DeWitty, including GED tests, Microsoft 

certifications, and over 150 other exams. Part of the advertising for the service comes 

from the Pearson Vue website: users who search for testing centers in East Austin find 

the DeWitty site in the results. In fact, DeWitty is the only Pearson Vue testing center 
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east of I-35. Austin-based GED training class locations, such as Austin Community 

College, also promote it. Testing is provided twice a week and, within a month of its 

inception, DeWitty served over 60 exams. At the time this research was being conducted, 

AFN averaged 20 testers per week, though the number was growing. The nonprofit 

receives $31 per exam. Although it primarily serves as a source of revenue, the program 

implicitly promotes digital inclusion by offering technical training certification, with a 

particular focus on workforce development. 

TEACHING DIGITAL LITERACY 

In this section I address the realities, roadblocks, and opportunities that AFN staff 

face as they deliver the services described here. Specifically, I focus on digital literacy 

training both in classes and labs, and explore the content of staff-client interactions to 

shed light on how staff carry out the organization’s mission. The findings presented here 

emphasize two broader themes. First, digital literacy remains a slippery concept in this 

context, and ultimately a frail enterprise. On its website, AFN states that “Our programs 

teach adults how to become independent computer users while focusing on achieving the 

tasks they need to accomplish in order to become independent community members” 

(Austin Free-Net, 2015h). However, reality is more complex. Though the services the 

organization provides are innovative and flexible in their approaches to teaching digital 

literacy, my findings conform to the observation by Strover et al. (2013) regarding the 

limited usefulness of the term in the PCC context. AFN’s target populations have variable 

skills and one standard simply fails to fit all cases. While some clients are quite computer 

literate, even advanced in rare instances, others lack digital literacy and, sometimes, the 

skills necessary for acquiring it, like basic literacy. A broader definition of digital 

literacy, such as the one Bawden (2008) suggests, usefully acknowledges that enmeshed 
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in digital literacy is a host of other skills that often serve as prerequisites to make 

meaningful use of technology. However, this broad definition also poses practical 

challenges, since it requires addressing these prerequisites, which may have little to do 

with technology. Consequently, and second, the role trainers, lab monitors and volunteers 

play in classes and computer labs often extends beyond teaching basic computer skills. 

It is important to state at the outset that while AFN PCCs serve diverse clients, 

whose needs and skill levels vary, at open access labs many users have sufficient 

knowledge to browse the web without intensive staff involvement. Nearly all staff I 

interviewed who worked in the labs or had previously worked in them consistently stated 

that the majority of the clients are computer literate. Accordingly, when they do ask 

questions or raise concerns, they tend to demonstrate some familiarity with the Internet 

and computers. For instance, users at ARCH rarely asked basic technical questions about 

things like setting up a Gmail account, but they expressed privacy concerns about 

Facebook tracking their email address. Other typical requests in the labs in this study 

included assistance with getting to specific sites, often to apply for jobs or government 

benefits, and building resumes. During my observation of the labs I saw few clients 

engage the lab monitors. However, at one lab, a well-kempt, relatively young homeless 

man, with a second-hand laptop, inquired about how to modify sound settings in his 

Linux operating system so that he could watch what appeared to be pirated movies. The 

volunteer assisted him to the best of her ability, and together they found a temporary fix. 

Though likely an outlier, this observation illustrates the variability of the range of clients’ 

skills and familiarity with technology. That clients who use these sites have a degree of 

computer literacy is not altogether surprising; the primary purpose of the labs is to 

provide access, not training. 
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However, not all possess computer literacy skills and the rest of this section 

concerns interactions with those clients as well as students in AFN’s training classes, who 

tend to have the lowest skill levels en masse. Few prerequisites are required to answer 

their questions: as Interviewee D put it, “if you know keys, have written a paper, have an 

email address, you’re going to be ahead of 90% of the clients.” Interviewee E reinforced 

this point, albeit differently: “A lot of the barriers that are stopping people from being 

independent computing users are really tiny little things.” For instance, while users may 

know how to log into their Gmail account, they may not know how to get to the Gmail 

webpage. Another interviewee emphasized unexpected interruptions, such as pop-ups, 

which affect the learning experience and make teaching digital literacy skills more 

difficult. While the installation of a pop-up or ad-blocking browser app would resolve the 

problem, it would only work on the computer on which it is installed. The user would run 

into the problem again on another machine, and dealing with such interruptions is 

increasingly a fundamental part of the online experience. Despite such interruptions, 

several trainers pointed out that web-based applications, like Google tools such as Drive 

and Gmail, are easier to teach because they are more user-friendly than computer-based 

programs. Conversely, Microsoft products, including Windows File Explorer and Excel, 

are least intuitive and hardest to teach. 

On the other hand, some clients face bigger obstacles, including lacking other 

skills necessary to make meaningful use of the technology, often accompanied by a 

perception of computers and the Internet as irrelevant to their lives. For example, 

Interviewee B recounted how an elderly, Spanish-speaking male attempted to find 

pictures of dogs via Google search. However, when he typed “dog” in Spanish, he 

misspelled it and got different results from what he wanted. After attending a few classes 

at a Boys & Girls Club site, he stated that learning computers was “all spelling,” and 
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stopped coming to subsequent class meetings. Although, AFN tries to make technology 

appear relevant to its clients, a subject I address in the next chapter, some clients simply 

find the barriers too large and give up. As the above example also illustrates, meaningful 

use of technology requires more than computer knowledge, and acquiring digital literacy 

rests on other skills and proficiencies that clients sometimes lack. 

Because many AFN clients lack these competencies, staff support frequently 

extends beyond teaching basic computer skills like opening a Gmail account or learning 

to type. For example, a trainer told me she once put up a fake craigslist ad for a job to see 

what cover letters would be submitted. She employs the submissions as a teaching tool, to 

drive the point home about how a cover letter needs to make the applicant stand out from 

dozens of other cover letters. The lesson acknowledges that writing a successful cover 

letter to land an interview requires more than typing skills and Word mastery. In another 

example, a staff member described how she helped a client fill out a job application to a 

food chain, which required taking a personality test. The test consisted of short 

statements on various subjects, and required applicants to indicate how they felt about 

them, ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” In response to one about 

seeking revenge against someone who wronged the applicant, the client’s inclination was 

to select “Strongly Agree.” However, the trainer cautioned the client against this, 

emphasizing that even if this is true, the client should select “Strongly Disagree.”  

Moreover, in certain instances, client needs supersede digital literacy training. For 

example, if a client needs to create a resume but cannot type, a trainer may type out the 

resume for the client. Teaching typing would simply take too long: “if you can’t type, I’ll 

type. You need a resume, not typing lessons,” said Interviewee D. In other words, despite 

an explicit goal of organizations like AFN to promote digital literacy training, sometimes 

such training is simply impractical. If someone needs a computer to find a job, the need 
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to secure employment overrides the potentially long and arduous task of learning 

computer basics to accomplish this goal. Staff thus face judgment calls on whether typing 

lessons, for instance, will be ultimately of greater value than filling a more immediate 

need for which typing is a prerequisite. Additionally, while typing out a resume for a 

client, or advising them on how to complete a personality profile in a job application fall 

outside digital literacy training, they are necessary to carrying out the organization’s 

mission of providing knowledge that helps people obtain jobs and improve their lives, 

especially since technology is increasingly essential to doing both. Such anecdotes 

underscore the fragility of the enterprise that organizations like AFN have undertaken, 

and emphasize the fact that many clients lack skills that render digital literacy particularly 

useful in meeting their specific goals. Thus, the link between digital literacy and finding a 

job, for instance, may be more tenuous than current policy discourses, exemplified by the 

BTOP, the NTIA, and perhaps even nonprofits like AFN themselves, suggest. 

The above account implies that many interventions with PCC clients consist of 

stopgap measures that do little to advance the broader goal of promoting digital inclusion. 

Nevertheless, monitors and trainers strive to instill digital literacy skills even for clients 

whose lack of computer familiarity makes them deeply reliant on staff for help. Some 

have found that showing users how to utilize Google search to find an answer to a 

particular question has an often-empowering effect on users. Others attempt to motivate 

students by highlighting the positive outcomes of digital literacy training, including 

recounting stories about people who learned a particular skill and found a job because of 

it, for example. One trainer, Interviewee E, plans to take photos of successful clients and 

promote their achievements in class. She also asks the successful clients to teach others 

the skills they have learned, “to pay it forward.”  
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Furthermore, staff often actively discourage client dependency on their help. For 

example, one monitor asked a client who frequently asked for her help what would 

happen if she were not around and how she would go about figuring out how to 

accomplish certain tasks on the computer. In fact, this particular trainer was laid off 

because BTOP funding ran out. Another trainer emphasized this theme with relation to 

the benefit of limited hours at one of the labs. The goal of limited hours “teaches people 

to focus,” whereas having the training lab open for longer makes it “really easy for 

people to get attached to my helping them and then they just never want to leave,” said 

Interviewee E, underscoring the problem of dependency raised by other trainers. On the 

other hand, several interviewees underlined the importance of bonds that form between 

site staff and clients. As Interviewee E said, “[i]t makes sense to have the one person 

working primarily with that population because people build up bonds with you,” 

enabling the clients to know who to turn to for computer-related answers. Staff 

consistency fosters familiarity with clients and their needs, facilitates learning and helps 

with client retention. In fact, some trainers have befriended clients on Facebook and 

sometimes help them remotely using the social media platform. At the heart of such 

efforts is the recognition that digital literacy is an evolving process: technology advances 

and new contexts require new skills. Clients may need to update their skills and learn new 

ones. One trainer questioned the notion of the independent computer user, a term AFN 

uses to describe the goal of its classes, stating that there really is no such thing. She 

illustrated the point by stating that even finding a job through AFN, often considered a 

major success and an advertisement for AFN’s services, is often not the end of the 

learning process. For instance, one client found a job which required him to keep track of 

his hours via an online application, which in turn required him to learn additional skills 

with AFN help. In order to facilitate such support, while at the same time encouraging 
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independent learning, some AFN staff proposed putting up step-by-step video tutorials on 

the web on popular topics. Thus, the staff must maintain a delicate balance between 

forming supportive bonds and discouraging dependency, and offering help without 

necessarily doing everything for their clients. 

The interactions between AFN staff and clients reveal the multidimensionality of 

the digital literacy concept, as well as the challenges inherent in teaching it. Because of 

the variable skill levels and diverse needs of its clientele, training and one-on-one 

tutoring often requires staff flexibility and improvisation. Above all, it also underlines the 

complexity of the technology itself, often forgotten by those who take it for granted. One 

interviewee recounted a story that captures this point well. An elderly woman once came 

to her lab and said that she “wanted to learn the computer.” The trainer thought for a 

moment. Then, she pulled up the Windows Start Menu. 

SUMMARY 

One of the central goals of this study involves examining the role PCCs play in 

promoting digital inclusion. Taken together, AFN offers a host of services whose goals 

include expanding access, providing digital literacy training and workforce development, 

as well as larger-scale technical support to other nonprofit organizations, all in the name 

of digital inclusion. The funding for the training services comes from the city, private 

companies, the nonprofits themselves, and many were initiated with BTOP grant funding. 

Each has its own particular strengths and weaknesses, although over the course of the 

BTOP AFN shifted its training approach from formal, linear classes, to a more tailored, 

need-based curriculum.  

Client-staff interactions, particularly with clients with little knowledge about the 

technology, serve as part of the explanation for why the formal, structured classes that 
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were launched to fulfill BTOP’s funding requirements did not work. First, many clients 

come to the computer labs with only one specific goal in mind and have no interest 

mastering a technology they believe they may not need in the future. Second, because 

their immediate needs may override the importance of learning a particular computer 

skill, staff assistance sometimes serves as triage rather than as foundational digital 

literacy lessons. The strength of one-on-one tutoring lies in their flexibility to address 

specific needs, something which the formal classes lacked. If the structure of the formal 

classes presented barriers to entry to many clients, as many staff members at AFN 

conceded, then open labs and one-on-one training sessions strive to remove those 

barriers. They enable clients to come in on their own time and accomplish their own 

particular goals, rather than at a predetermined time to learn a designed curriculum.  

These interactions also suggest the limitations of what AFN can accomplish for its 

clients. With the possible exception of the classes conducted at the ARCH, the 

accomplishments of these services are modest, in line with some of the other BTOP study 

observations (Martin & Schejter, 2012; Strover et al., 2013). Indeed, the open access labs, 

which constitute the most popular service, serve a population which already has sufficient 

digital literacy skills to independently engage with the technology, particularly for social 

and entertainment ends.  

Nevertheless, demand for access is high, particularly at Trinity and ARCH, whose 

labs serve those least likely to have access elsewhere: impoverished adults, ex-offenders, 

and the homeless. For them, these PCCs provide access they lack elsewhere. Ultimately, 

however, it is the training programs, particularly the more need-tailored ones, that show 

some evidence of gains in increasing digital literacy skills among those who lack them. In 

other words, training, more than anything else, helps AFN achieve some of its larger 
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goals organizational goals. However, such one-on-one interaction is often more intensive 

than one-size-fits-all classes, and consequently requires dedicated staff. 
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Chapter 4: BTOP Impact and Organizational Challenges 

At the end of 2013, three years of BTOP funding came to an end and many of the 

services AFN initiated under the program became financially untenable. While the 

organization sought out other funding sources, the findings presented here converge on a 

theme of operational disruption during BTOP’s end. In this chapter, I engage these 

disruptions as well as address efforts by AFN to minimize their impact. As I established 

in Chapter 2, in order to deliver digital literacy training and to provide public access, 

PCCs require working hardware, up-to-date software, and staff. Additionally, to cultivate 

demand and promote services PCCs must conduct outreach to the communities they seek 

to serve. Outreach can also attract potential funders. Finally, PCCs must collect detailed 

metrics not only to measure the effectiveness of their services to guide their 

improvement, but also as proof of achievements to potential funding sources. These 

factors underpin AFN’s ability to carry out its goals, including through the provision of 

the services discussed in the previous chapter. I examine how BTOP’s conclusion 

affected these organizational components and explore AFN’s own internal challenges 

within them. NPOs relying on a substantial funding source may experience considerable 

sustainability problems when that funding ends, and consequently may undertake diverse 

strategies including cutbacks, increased reliance on volunteer labor and aligning with 

other entities to cope with limited resources (Macedo & Carlos Pinho, 2006; 

Weerawardena et al., 2010). Accordingly, I address how AFN attempted to sustain its 

operations in an uncertain financial landscape, and what obstacles it faced in doing so. 

Based on the findings presented here, I argue that following the expansion of 

services under the BTOP, despite alternative funding sources, AFN had to scale back its 

operation, which affected the realization of its goals. However, the alternative funding 
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sources, notably support from the City of Austin, including two GTOPs grants, and 

funding from Google cushioned the blow. The program’s end hit staff the most, which 

trickled into both outreach and service delivery, both core aspects of AFN’s operation. It 

resulted in relying on volunteers for sustaining those services, a less consistent and 

reliable resource than full-time staff. IT resources proved most resilient, though two 

Internet outages disrupted lab services and took substantial time to fix primarily due to 

internal miscommunication. Indeed, not all of the problems AFN faced were directly 

related to funding. It partly contributed to the growing sense of distance between its 

headquarters and the satellite labs, aggravated by the BTOP, through insufficient 

volunteer engagement. Though the organization made a concerted effort to improve its 

network infrastructure and data collection, the latter still requires more work. 

STAFFING 

The BTOP represented a significant influx of capital into the day-to-day 

operations of AFN, as well as its robust expansion within the city. This effort came to a 

deeply felt halt when the funding ended, for staff and clients alike. Conversations with 

various AFN staff on the experience of the end of BTOP funding converge on a theme of 

disruption – on a most immediate level in terms of significant staff cutbacks and pay and 

benefits losses, and reverberate deeper into disruptions of client service and loss of client 

trust. The loss of staff affects the ability to maintain open labs and training sessions as 

well as other administrative and outreach projects. Demand for computer access was high 

during the BTOP phase, and several interviewees reported lines extending outside some 

of the labs, resulting in extended lab hours. When the funding came to a halt demand 

dropped off, primarily due to lab closures resulting from inadequate staffing.  
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Figure 6 shows AFN’s income between the years 2009-2014.9 The story it tells is 

clear: its income fell by nearly 50% at the end of the BTOP. 
 

 

Figure 6: Austin Free-Net Income 

In the ensuing months, fewer than ten staff members ran AFN: “Everyone was wearing 

lots of hats,” said Interviewee A, an observation repeated by many of the staff I 

interviewed. Salary and benefit reductions compounded the problem. Several employees 

stated that as the BTOP funding neared its end, the possibility of pay cuts loomed, 

resulting in an open understanding that some staff would search for other jobs with better 

pay and benefits. For those hired under BTOP, as Interviewee A said, “we knew it was a 

two-year gig.” As a result of staff cuts, hours of the remaining staff fluctuated as well. A 

part-time staff member, who started at 15 hours per week and whose manager left during 

                                                 
9Data for 2009-2012 comes from publically available tax information (Internal Revenue Service, 2010, 

2011, 2012, 2013). Because this data is not publically available for 2013-2014, it was extrapolated from 

several sources and should be considered an estimate. The 2013 figure includes: $750,183.96 in BTOP 

funds (Williams, 2012), $197,773.08 in City of Austin funding (Speirs, 2012; Williams, 2012), and 

$24,000 in GTOP funds (City of Austin, 2013b). This figure could be higher due to potential service 

revenues. For 2014, the site director confirmed the operating budget was approximately $500,000, 

$197,744 of which came from the City of Austin (Office of Telecommunications and Regulatory Affairs, 

2014), while the rest came from grants and service revenues. 
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the end of the BTOP period, began working up to 30 hours per week. She eventually 

plateaued at 25 hours, covering both her former manager’s duties as well as conducting 

training at a host site.  

AFN was able to rehire some staff thanks, in part, to its long-standing relationship 

with the City of Austin, which currently pays AFN $197,744 a year (Office of 

Telecommunications and Regulatory Affairs, 2014), including salaries for financial and 

IT managers. As Interviewee A put it, “the city has been keeping us afloat.”10 Additional 

funds came from other grants, including one from Google, and some service revenues. 

Figure 7 shows AFN staff numbers for 2009-2012 and 2014.11 By 2014, it had ten full 

and part-time employees (Austin Free-Net, 2015g), a staff reduction of more than 60% 

from 2012. What these numbers reveal is that AFN’s income is higher than the pre-BTOP 

2009 levels, while the number of staff is lower.12 Thus, city and private funding sources 

provide only limited staffing stability, nevertheless softening some of the blow of the end 

of BTOP. They have enabled AFN to continue scaled-down operations, however aside 

from the positions the city funds, staff is crucial in other areas, including training, lab 

monitoring, outreach, and administrative support. 
 

                                                 
10In anticipation of the BTOP’s end, the City of Austin additionally approved an additional $36,330 to 

cover the cost of AFN’s ARCH, Casa Marianella, DeWitty, Spring Terrace and Trinity labs for two months 

(Williams, 2012). 
11Staff data for 2013 is unavailable. Information for 2009-2012 comes from tax returns (Internal Revenue 

Service, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). It appears that at the end of 2012 AFN employed 27 people, of which 

17.5 where full-time (ASR Analytics, 2015a; Internal Revenue Service, 2013). 
12AFN received the first BTOP funds in September 2010 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010). 
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Figure 7: Total AFN Employees 

Indeed, the organization continues to face staffing problems: “our biggest challenge 

recently has been the staffing, because we’re all kind of stretched,” said Interviewee F. 

For instance, AFN currently lacks dedicated grant writer and training program manager 

positions. This has led some staff members to offer to assist in areas that do not fall 

within the confines of the duties delineated in their job description, partly to help and 

partly to retain their job. Given the organization’s expansion throughout 2011-2013, it is 

not surprising that, even in the face of city and private support, signs of struggle are 

apparent. 
 

AFN Metrics 2011  2012  2013  2014  

Computers 88 195 195 189 

Labs 15 27 33 35 

Logins 77,802 130,568 174,775 186,586 

Students 288 6,662 8,140 6,315 

Table 1: AFN Expansion Summary – 2011-2014 
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Table 1 charts AFN’s service expansion from the BTOP phase to the year after it 

ended.13 On the one hand, it is a testament to the significant computer use and training 

growth under the program. On the other hand, these basic metrics also reveal two key 

things. First, there is a significant reduction in the login growth between the BTOP phase 

and the year after its end (Figure 8). Second, there is an even more significant drop in 

training students (Figure 9). These macro-level patterns reveal that although growth in 

logins slowed considerably, maintaining open access labs was ultimately more resilient to 

budget cuts than offering training, which is more staff-intensive. Putting it another way, 

in terms of sustainability, BTOP’s contribution to AFN’s services was to enable 

expanded access, more so than in enabling continued training. 
 

 

Figure 8: Percent Change in # of Logins 

                                                 
13FY 2011-13 data comes from AFN’s presentation to the City of Austin (Austin Free-Net, 2014a), 

whereas 2014 data comes from an internal AFN performance report (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). As I suggest 

in the “Metrics” section of this chapter, the numbers may not be entirely accurate. Nevertheless, the data is 

useful for examining general patterns, as I do here. 
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Figure 9: Percent Change in # of Students 

We should exercise caution when interpreting these numbers. First, they do not 

account for repeat logins and duplicated students. Second, the above data for 2014 

includes the three months at the end of 2013, during which AFN still received BTOP 

funding. A closer comparison of Quarter 1 (September-December 2013) and Quarters 2-4 

(January-August 2014) reveals that there was a drop in average logins per computer 

across half the sites, including some in this sample: DeWitty’s Job and Computer 

Learning Lab (3% decrease), South Austin Neighborhood Center (14% decrease), and 

Rosewood (37% decrease) (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). Other sites, on the other hand, 

continued to welcome more clients: Goodwill Rosewood (3% increase), DeWitty’s Open 

Lab (12% increase), Trinity (23% increase), and, significantly, ARCH (115% increase) 

(Austin Free-Net, 2014b). Though average logins per computer represent a basic metric, 

particularly without data on unduplicated users, the significant increases in Trinity and 

ARCH suggest that demand among the populations they serve is particularly pronounced.  
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Of all the sites in this sample, I observed the most people at ARCH and Trinity, in 

the buildings in general. Yet, despite the high demand for access at these places, AFN no 

longer maintains lab monitor presence there due to funding cuts. The nonprofit also cut 

training at Rosewood and Trinity; the latter ended along with the GTOPs funds that paid 

for them. Rosewood also had a trainer, but no longer does primarily due to its proximity 

to the DeWitty center, where a training lab is available. While this research was being 

conducted, AFN stopped training at ARCH, so the trainer could assist with administrative 

tasks at the DeWitty site. Nevertheless, through grant funding, including the SSVF 

(Support Services for Veteran Families) grant, AFN will be able to continue to provide 

these classes now that GTOPs funding has ended. As I suggested in the previous chapter, 

the demand for some of these classes remains high, with some potential students turned 

away because the classes are at capacity. Overall, however, by the end of its 2013-2014 

fiscal year AFN offered fewer classes for fewer hours than in the final BTOP quarter 

(Austin Free-Net, 2014b). 

As a result of the significant staffing cuts, AFN’s operation heavily relies on 

volunteers. However, AFN’s internal performance report reveals that the amount of 

volunteer hours shrank over the course of its 2013-2014 fiscal year by nearly 70% 

(Austin Free-Net, 2014b). Consequently, in addition to its lab monitor and trainer, AFN 

no longer has a volunteer at Trinity. Its presence only manifests itself in the computers it 

continues to provide. AFN continues to provide one volunteer to ARCH, but only for 

several hours a month, so Frontsteps now effectively runs the ARCH lab using its own 

volunteer pool. This lab is only open when volunteers are present, and they are present 

“fairly consistently,” as Interviewee E put it. Volunteers can choose the site at which they 

will work, though they are made aware of sites that have an immediate staffing need. 

According to internal AFN data for the last quarter of FY 2013-2014, based on volunteer 
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hours, the most popular labs include DeWitty’s Computer and Job Learning Center and 

the South Austin Neighborhood Center (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). However, to put this 

into context, these are the only two labs where AFN volunteers staff labs for more than 

twenty hours a week, while at DeWitty paid staff can often maintain an open lab even if a 

volunteer fails to show up. Thus, at the few other sites where AFN still maintains 

volunteer support, the hours of service have been reduced. Because volunteers are a less 

stable resource than staff, some labs open late, close early and some remain closed if 

there is no one to cover them. As Interviewee L put it, regarding one lab, “because it’s 

volunteer run and there is not any staff that were assisting, the hours in spite of that are 

kind of like luck of the draw.” The results are visible. I made four trips to one lab during 

its advertised lab hours, based on times recommended by AFN staff, to find the lab 

closed during three of them. When I asked the administrative staff at the site during my 

third visit whether the lab is regularly open, they stated volunteers opened it “fairly 

consistently,” recalling the staff comment about the ARCH lab. However, my visits 

occurred over a two-month period, suggesting that the problem of maintaining the open 

lab may be an extended one. It also raises the question of how many logged volunteer 

hours that AFN reports were actually worked. 

Aside from Trinity and ARCH, all the labs I visited were well below capacity, 

most with one or two clients at the computers. One lab remained empty throughout my 

observation period. My interviews confirmed that these observations reflect the norm. 

This represents a stark contrast to the stories interviewees recounted of lines extending 

outside of labs during the BTOP. Though many factors contribute such low demand, 

including the outreach strategies I discuss later on in this chapter, lab closure represents a 

barrier to entry to clients. As Interviewee A pointed out, for some users getting to a lab 

poses challenges, especially those lacking reliable transportation. Interviewee L said: “it’s 
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pretty god-awful if they’ve taken a bus and this place is closed down.” Arriving at a lab 

via bus to find out it is closed because of an Internet outage or a volunteer calling in sick 

makes the client’s return less likely. The underlying implication is that consistency in 

service promotes client retention. While part of this stems from an overall lack of 

volunteers, AFN might benefit from assigning volunteers to sites based on client demand 

in the future. While selecting a site can make for an easier commute, and perhaps 

strengthen commitment to the job, lab closure has significant repercussions on PCC 

service. Since a single volunteer or trainer can handle a lab of 10 or fewer clients, each 

volunteer represents a valuable resource that could be used more efficiently.  

Although members of the staff explain to the volunteers the consequences of them 

failing to call or not show up, this sometimes does happen. With a stable pool of 

volunteers, labs could be open for longer periods of time. One of AFN’s goals is to amass 

such a pool. Currently, volunteers respond to volunteermatch.org ads or simply walk in to 

the DeWitty site. Tech companies like Accenture also provide volunteer support. 

Accenture volunteers currently cover one AFN lab, one day out of the week, for two 

hours. Given the dearth of volunteers, even such limited support can help. Additionally, 

AFN reached out to another nonprofit, “Coming of Age” Learning Lab, geared primarily 

towards the Austin senior population, to seek out volunteers. However, retired adults 

were the least reliable volunteers. Lunches with family members and other events 

interfered with consistent service. As Interviewee A observed, “their life is just so 

different.” Consequently, the majority of the volunteers are college students and young 

adults seeking employment, working with the unstated assumption that once they find it, 

they will end their volunteering service. The advantage for this group is the ability to 

search for work or study while covering a lab. Finally, some clients end up volunteering. 

However, this is typically discouraged, because of the few that do, many tend to 
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volunteer only to maintain access to the lab whenever they need to use it, rather than to 

assist others. 

The volunteers I met seemed committed to the job. For example, one volunteer 

stated that she enjoyed working at the lab which she monitored because it allowed her to 

both hear positive stories of people connecting with their family and finding jobs, but 

also to work when no one had any questions. I observed volunteers take time and attempt 

to answer client questions to the best of their ability, with patience and politeness. Stories 

from AFN staff paint a similar picture, describing volunteers who go to great lengths to 

help clients, including one volunteer who offers her laptop to clients when the lab is full 

and opens the lab up when another volunteer fails to show up.  

However, an interesting finding emerged from the interviews with the volunteers 

regarding internal communication and organizational infrastructure: a philosophical and 

geographical sense of distance exists between the satellite labs and the DeWitty 

headquarters, at least among the volunteers. For example, while some volunteers are 

aware of AFN’s goals, they do not see how they are carried out. At one site, for instance, 

a volunteer stated that marketing and outreach seemed minimal and the lab was rarely at 

capacity. Most of the clients tended to use the lab for entertainment purposes and few for 

job-related purposes. Many came in to pass time while they waited to receive another 

service from the host site. For some volunteers, such use seems at odds with their 

understanding of AFN’s mission. It thus might be worthwhile to inform volunteers during 

orientation of the more entertainment geared use that AFN also values. Additionally, 

though most of the volunteers I spoke to felt appreciated by the AFN staff, a few 

mentioned that there is little effort to solicit feedback from them. As Interviewee L put it: 

“Communication could be so much better.” Aside from the informal orientation, most of 

the communication between volunteers at satellite labs and DeWitty was top-down, and 
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most of the volunteer communication consisted of informing the volunteer coordinator of 

weekly availability. For example, most recent communication from the administrative 

staff at DeWitty publicized a March 2015 Amplify Austin fundraising event. Volunteers 

also received notifications of lab closure due to an Internet outage. However, no meetings 

were held giving them a chance for a bigger buy-in in the organization. Some feel that 

they have little input or direction on how to improve services at the labs where they 

volunteer. Interviewee J said:  

If they [AFN] do have an overall goal of more usage up, then talk with the people 

on the ground and understand what they can do or how collectively the 

organization is moving to make that happen. […] Just sending out a summary of 

what we’re doing this month at Austin Free-Net, these are the highlights, this is 

what we’re pushing towards, feedback, just some sort of notice that ‘we know 

you’re there,’ this is still our vision. […] In terms of running this place like a 

business, I don’t see that.  

Such updates are not resource-heavy and might alleviate these perceptions, if not improve 

retention. Given the importance of volunteers to AFN’s ongoing operation, particularly in 

the aftermath of the BTOP, the organization could take bigger steps in its volunteer 

coordination efforts. 

The apparent disconnect between AFN administrative staff and labs at partner 

sites manifests itself in different ways as well. DeWitty’s open lab, situated in AFN’s 

headquarters, has the most volunteers and also the most staff. If a monitor is out sick, or 

goes on vacation, other staff or volunteers will fill in for him or her. Thus, the problems 

with covering labs tend to inflict satellite labs, where no such support exists. Interviewee 

L highlighted the importance of paid staff presence at a satellite lab: “I would also have 

some paid staff at least part time so that people could know if they came in the morning 

or in the afternoon that someone would be there, that the lab would be open.” For 

instance, as I mentioned above, I scheduled my trips to a lab several times based on AFN 
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staff recommendation, but found it closed a majority of the time. It remains unclear 

whether AFN staff was aware that the lab would be closed because a volunteer did not 

arrive. More generally, although IT staff occasionally visits sites to perform routine 

computer maintenance, physical AFN staff presence at the satellite labs is limited. Many 

of these locations, as pointed out in their study, provide services not directly related to 

digital inclusion. If an AFN volunteer does not arrive at a lab, the lab remain closed as 

onsite staff focus on other site-related tasks. At other sites, run by site staff, client support 

is limited without a dedicated lab monitor or volunteer. For instance, the Goodwill 

Rosewood lab is mainly overseen by the site receptionist, who must divide her time 

between answering client questions and managing the front desk. These examples 

illustrate the limitations on relying on volunteers and partner staff for running labs. As I 

discuss in more detail in the context of outreach, AFN paid employees often have forged 

relationships at partner sites that they can leverage to promote the integration of lab 

services with those of the site at large. Also, because AFN permanent staff is 

knowledgeable about the lab computers, it can provide more immediate assistance if a 

problem arises rather than waiting for AFN’s IT helpdesk to fix the issue. In other words, 

the AFN staff is likely to be more committed to ensuring the labs stay open, and promote 

and support their function. Although AFN is fundamentally a network organization, 

following the BTOP many of its strategic partnerships are expressed and maintained 

almost exclusively through the equipment AFN provides. Without dedicated staff 

presence, oversight of these labs as well as consistent services are difficult. 

Staff fluctuation directly bears on another theme that emerged from the interviews 

with the staff at AFN, namely the importance of the bond with the clientele. As I 

suggested in the previous chapter, the bonds clients form with staff facilitate the larger 

goal of promoting digital inclusion and cultivating digital literacy. Staff at open access 
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and training labs emphasize that acquiring digital literacy is not simply a matter of 

learning how to perform simple functions – implicit and sometimes explicit in their 

statements is the need for a comfortable, safe atmosphere in which clients, many of them 

intimidated by technology, can begin to ask questions and delve deeper into learning. 

This trust also underscores the limitation of relying on volunteers. At AFN, the average 

volunteer stays for three months, and though many of them go to impressive lengths to 

assist clients, each unfamiliar or new face impacts service. Because the end of BTOP 

funding contributed to this by forcing its awardees to rely more extensively on 

volunteers, training and familiarization with clients, their skill level and their progress 

likely posed a challenge to the sites’ operation. As Interviewee E said:  

As much as the sustainability of a thing like Austin Free-Net [is having] full trust 

in the volunteers. And so much about getting people in your lab is building 

relationships with individuals. […] If you’re constantly changing volunteer staff, 

people get disheartened and they’ll just stop coming.  

The end of the BTOP funding resulted in reduced staff, crucial to AFN’s services, 

particularly its digital literacy training. City and private support aided the organization in 

offering these services on a smaller scale, including fewer classes and less consistent lab 

access. While the ASR Analytics (2015b) report found no significant sustainability 

challenges for the TXC2 effort, AFN turned over many of its labs to site partners. It relies 

on an insufficient volunteer pool to continue to provide its services. This sometimes 

results in unforeseen lab closures and poses challenges for the oversight and effective 

operation of the AFN network of sites. This manifests itself most visibly as a sense of 

distance and isolation from the DeWitty administration that several interviewees 

expressed at satellite labs. Ultimately, this impacted clients, whose needs were not always 

met, and, consequently, client retention as many of the nearly empty labs indicated. 
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Finally, significant staff cuts emphasize that the economic benefits of staff hiring during 

the BTOP were decidedly short-term. 

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNICAL RESOURCES 

Given AFN’s mission, sufficient working hardware and software are crucial to the 

organization’s operation. Unlike with human resources, BTOP’s impact on equipment 

and technical resources has been more uniformly positive. The funds were primarily 

invested in expansion, namely establishing labs and providing training services.14 

Accordingly, AFN purchased computers for different partner and host sites, and invested 

some of the funds into to computer upgrades. Coupled with donations from corporations 

like Google and Microsoft, AFN possesses a stable supply of hardware. The primary 

challenge involves administering and maintaining these resources spread across a 

network of 35 labs. While AFN IT staff resourcefully centralized network infrastructure 

and automated crucial processes such as data collection, one of its challenges has been 

disruptive Internet outages, some of which took long to resolve. 

The city’s contract with AFN requires more growth, both at existing AFN sites 

and in establishing new ones. The city calls for AFN to, among other things, “[p]rovide 

training and support to other nonprofits to develop similar labs and training programs at 

non-City facilities [and] [s]et up and operate labs at City-owned facilities to provide 

availability based on need” (City of Austin, 2013a). Its goal is to maximize access and 

training to the public. Though realizing this goal requires hardware, the contract does not 

specify funding for computer inventory, regardless of how frequently clients use such 

equipment. The bulk of the 189 computers in use at the AFN sites came from BTOP 

                                                 
14Based on the budget TXC2 submitted to the NTIA with its application, equipment costs (including 

software and broadband connections) constituted 36% of the expenses. Factoring in personnel related to 

training programs, including program managers and trainers, this number rises to 61% (Technology for All, 

2010). 
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funding. Additionally, Google donated refurbished computers as part of its alignment 

with AFN for its strategic Fiber rollout. The machines are nearing their three-year 

replacement mark but function well. The biggest concern at the end of BTOP was spare 

parts inventory in the face of continued expansion. Though the nonprofit currently lacks a 

budget for new computers, it maintains a sufficient inventory of unused computers to 

facilitate further expansion and to serve as a source of spare parts. Rather, AFN’s 

“biggest Achilles heel,” as Interviewee G put it, are monitors. AFN has approximately 18 

months of monitor inventory before new ones need to be purchased. Nevertheless, in tune 

with the Strover et al. (2013) observation about uneven resource distribution, demand for 

computers varies across different labs. Some popular ones would benefit from more 

computers (though space may be a factor for a few). When labs hit capacity at these sites, 

staff referred them either to the Austin Public Library, or an AFN lab if one was nearby. 

These referrals represent attempts to resolve the problem of high demand, but in doing so 

they also place a burden on the client. While at one lab the onsite personnel simply added 

new computers from their storage, many other sites lack the resources to do this on their 

own. Thus, AFN could mobilize more computers to these labs. 

The city and BTOP’s emphases on expansion of access and training, as well as 

the BTOP funds to execute the project, created a new set of challenges. Prior to BTOP, 

AFN only contracted with Health and Human Services sites, later providing computers to 

libraries as part of the city contract and its mission to spread resources to other 

organizations. This modest expansion involved the installation and upkeep of only about 

30 computers, which AFN maintained by hand. During the subsequent growth funded by 

BTOP the amount of computers increased six-fold, and it became clear that such an 

approach would no longer suffice. While AFN recruited IT volunteers, the volunteer pool 

dwindled substantially over the course of 2014, effectively ending in July (Austin Free-
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Net, 2014b). Thus, the oversight of technical operations, as well as maintenance and 

oversight of all partner sites, falls into the domain of the technical manager, who serves 

as the IT director and whose position is funded by the city. Because carrying out these 

tasks for nearly two hundred computers is a tall order for one staff member, AFN had to 

approach the problem creatively.  

The nonprofit applied a remote management model to its computers, which runs 

through VPN, and connects all AFN computers to a Windows Domain Controller, hosted 

at the central DeWitty site. This centralized network enables AFN to update software, 

collect metrics (a subject I return to in a subsequent section), as well as perform basic 

maintenance functions remotely. For instance, this setup facilitates the frequent Windows 

updates, which AFN staff used to physically run on site in the past. However, the new 

network infrastructure initially required some experimentation. For example, Drive 

Vaccine, a program characterized by Interviewee G as “system restore on steroids,” can 

restore computers that are not functioning properly due to software problems. In doing 

so, it also wipes all cache and personal information and, crucially, reverts Windows 

updates. When this problem manifested itself, IT staff updated the remote management 

process to turn off Drive Vaccine during Windows updates. Ultimately, this central 

administration of computer updates, diagnostics and maintenance saves staff time that 

would otherwise have been spent on site. However, although rare, hardware problems 

arise that require IT to go out to a site and fix a computer manually. Typically, clients or 

AFN personnel on site report such problems, and route the information to the IT 

department at DeWitty either by phone or by sending an email to the helpdesk. 

Additionally, a few interviewees at other sites mentioned that IT occasionally visits to 

perform computer checks, though it is not clear how frequently and consistently this 

occurs. 
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Sometimes, however, software updates need to be conducted manually. One 

interviewee at an open access lab mentioned that one of the most common problems users 

experience tended to be a lack of software updates. For instance, unprocessed Microsoft 

Silverlight updates prevented users from playing videos. Interviewee C stated: “When 

people come, they don’t want to hear ‘Oh you don’t have that Adobe.’ We need to do 

this, we can’t do this, why can’t we do this?” Because technology presents an obstacle to 

many clients, ensuring that it functions well remains crucial to the larger mission of 

providing access, particularly to those with lower digital literacy skills. 

AFN employs technology creatively to save resources in other areas of its 

operation. For instance, in lieu of hardwiring a networked phone system, with four digit 

extensions for every staff member at DeWitty, AFN’s IT team installed an open-source 

PVX phone system, which allows users to dial each other’s offices via their computers. 

This Voice-over Internet Protocol (VoIP) software represents a creative solution to an 

otherwise demanding and potentially costly hardline phone solution. 

Aside from the limited monitor inventory, another weakness AFN faces involves 

Internet outages. It is important to note that different sites have different Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs). DeWitty contracts with AT&T, while the city of Austin provides the 

Internet for many of the HHS sites, like ARCH and Rosewood, and sites within city-

owned buildings. Non-city sites select their own provider. Because of Google Fiber’s 

community outreach in Austin, it is likely that many of these sites, including DeWitty, 

will be eligible for Fiber connections once they become available.  

Internet connectivity constitutes one of the most basic ingredients of AFN’s 

operation, and yet my research revealed at least three recent outages, one minor, one 

modest, and one prolonged and prominent, with a palpable impact on service. The outage 

at South Austin Neighborhood Center was sporadic and temporary. ARCH experienced 
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Internet connectivity problems at the beginning of 2014, which resulted in brief lab 

closures. The trainers troubleshot the connection, only to realize that the problem was 

beyond their ability to solve. As a result, the city’s representatives had to contact the ISP 

to resolve the issue, which took some time. Training halted during that period, though it 

is worth noting that AFN staff utilized available resources to minimize the disruption. 

The ARCH trainer dispensed bus tickets to her class, purchased with GTOPs grant money 

to reward particularly successful students, and bused her class to the DeWitty lab where 

she continued the training. Innovative solutions such as this, though nowhere written into 

AFN’s standard operating procedures or its volunteer manual, represent attempts at 

mobilizing available resources to continue providing its services and advancing its goals 

of promoting digital inclusion.  

However, Rosewood lacked an Internet connection for two months, resulting in 

prolonged lab closure and loss of clientele. Interviewee L emphasized this point: “We’ve 

lost a lot of people. [There were] several days when no one came in at all.” This outage 

was reported at the outset but, as a result of various miscommunication, the problem took 

a significant amount of time to resolve. IT staff eventually ruled out the Internet 

connection itself as a source of the problem, and found that it lay with the internal setup. 

Someone at the site inadvertently set the Wi-Fi router power management setting to 

“conservative,” which meant that the router would only turn on when it detected an 

attempt to connect to the Internet in the lab. Because layers of brick walls separate the lab 

from the router, the computer signal was too weak to trigger the router’s power settings. 

The solution was decisive: AFN hardwired the Internet connection in the lab. Thus, 

Rosewood became the only other site, besides DeWitty, to hardwire its lab computers to 

the Internet. However, IT staff invokes the outage story to push for hardwiring all HHS 

sites. “We know some of the sites, next to no one uses the computers and, we feel, partly 
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because they just don’t have a good, strong connection,” said Interviewee G. By 

providing hardwired connections, AFN hopes to fix this and bring in more clients to its 

labs. 

The staff is not short on ideas for leveraging technology to facilitate their services. 

Interviewees I spoke to mentioned they would like to see some kind of software that 

would facilitate remote training, namely helping clients who are not near a lab during lab 

hours but need assistance. A trainer mentioned that a message board, shared across the 

various sites where AFN still conducts training, with curricula and other resources would 

be useful. Some staff have taken their own initiative and created bookmarks on the 

computers with useful links to government service and other popular sites to make it 

easier for clients to find them. 

One of IT’s main projects, as I indicated in the previous chapter, has been Fix-

Net. The program was suspended due to a lack of adequate staff, but was revived in 2013, 

during BTOP. AFN conducted a survey of Austin nonprofits to identify their needs and 

began selling contracts. Shortly thereafter, however, the program was suspended. The 

suspension resulted from “a lack of business experience” on AFN’s part in engaging in 

Fix-Net, and “misfires by some of the partners,” suggested Interviewee G. These 

included a lack of capital to fund AFN-provided support and, consequently, a lack of 

return on investment. Though staff did not go into the details, disagreements on whether 

support should be billed on an hourly basis, rather than on contract basis apparently 

contributed to this suspension. Currently, the hope is to re-launch the program in the 

spring or summer of 2015. The program could provide additional revenue, yet its 

operation depends largely on staff, in short supply at AFN. 

Though AFN experiences problems with outages, and occasionally with other 

technical aspects of its operation, one of the legacies of BTOP and ongoing city support 
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for a permanent IT director has been a strong, centralized approach to computer 

maintenance across its substantial network of sites. Underlying this support and funding 

is the recognition that technology represents a crucial component of PCC services. 

Technological disruptions, such as malfunctioning computers or Internet outages, 

significantly affect service delivery, jeopardize established client retention, and client 

trust. AFN is aware of this as well and, despite the outage at Rosewood, attempts to 

manage its resources to ensure that such disruptions are minimized. Indeed, aside from 

the outages, none of the people I spoke to mentioned any significant computer problems. 

Finally, despite the current computer stock, all hardware eventually requires updates and 

replacement. This, in turn, requires technical staff and funds for equipment. Whether 

AFN is able to maintain 189 computers over the next few years will be an important test 

of BTOP’s legacy and the nonprofit’s sustainability. 

OUTREACH: CULTIVATING DEMAND AND FUNDING 

While the challenges immediately following the end of BTOP resembled “triage,” 

by the end of the FY 2013-2014 they became what Interviewee A referred to as “good 

challenges.” Though the organization still struggles with adequate staffing, it has focused 

on outreach and expansion. Outreach to the community to spread awareness of AFN’s 

services and cultivate demand for them is crucial to the organization’s sustainability. 

Similarly, reaching out to potential donors and partners provides AFN with funding and 

expansion opportunities. The nonprofit conducts various forms of outreach, which I 

present in this section. Not all outreach achieves similar results, and the most effective 

outreach requires staff. Consequently, lack of funding makes outreach efforts vulnerable. 

Additionally, partners play a significant role in connecting AFN with potential clients, 

but do not always assist with outreach. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, outreach 
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efforts must grapple with geographically shifting demand: some clients who have limited 

or no access find Austin too expensive and move beyond its borders. This poses a 

considerable challenge for AFN, particularly given the fact that a significant portion of its 

funding comes from the City of Austin, whose jurisdiction stops at the city borders.  

AFN pursues various avenues to promote its services to potential clients, all with 

varying degrees of effectiveness and resource needs. The staff I spoke to about outreach 

offhandedly enumerated bilingual flyers, posters and other printed materials distributed in 

areas where clients are likely to see them: lab host sites, supermarkets, and community-

oriented buildings, including churches and community centers. These efforts seem to 

hold less value than more resource-heavy advertising methods, namely through staff. For 

instance, one staff member stated that Spanish speakers regard Spanish-language 

computer class ads with skepticism, questioning whether the classes are truly taught by 

someone fluent in Spanish. One strategy to address such skepticism involves personal 

outreach. 

In-person outreach occurs at different events and venues. For the Boys & Girls 

Club classes, a bilingual trainer, Interviewee B, attends school events and interacts with 

the largely Spanish-speaking population. When she engages the parents in Spanish, 

“they’re just so excited” to interact with someone in their native language. “This 

community is so ready to learn,” pointed out Interviewee B, and tapping into this 

readiness through in-person interaction represents an important step. However, the 

effectiveness of this approach requires qualification: while the resultant class sign-ups are 

high, the turnout is low. Part of this stems from the loss of interest among students upon 

learning a particular skill they wanted to learn, discussed in the previous chapter. 

However, a lack of the organizational support represents another contributing factor. I 

discuss this, specifically the role of partners in outreach, below. 
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The context of the outreach setting or event can influence its effectiveness. For 

instance, staff found reaching out to people standing in a food line at a community event 

ineffective, because they seek food, not computing at that moment. Nevertheless, staff 

attend such events anyway, in case a potential client can be recruited. Conversely, one of 

the most effective forms of outreach targets the ex-offender community, many of whose 

members arrive at ARCH. They predominantly seek to reconnect with their family, find a 

job, start a business and secure an ID – needs that online access can help address. In 

reaching out to this population, staff couches access as a means to their desired ends: 

reintegrating back into society via digital inclusion. However, most person-to-person 

outreach takes a broader form: staff emphasize AFN’s free services, its resources that can 

help clients meet specific needs, the lack of an ID requirement, and the labs’ location 

near major bus lines. In other words, the emphasis falls on ease of service. These 

examples illustrate the importance of context-sensitive timing of reaching out to 

community members, the advantage afforded by specific clients’ needs that technology 

can directly address, and emphasis on ease of service.  

AFN’s broader outreach strategy aims to streamline these factors by partnering 

with organizations whose established client base can potentially benefit from its services. 

This strategy allows AFN to use resources, otherwise spent on cultivating demand, more 

efficiently. Examples of such partnerships include the classes offered at The Boys & 

Girls Club locations, AFN’s recent computer training expansion into HACA sites, and its 

lab presence at various community centers and HHS sites, like ARCH and Trinity. 

However, the effectiveness of strategic affiliations largely depends on the level of 

integration of AFN’s services with the partners’ missions, and the partners’ 

organizational support.  
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The partnership with Frontsteps, which operates ARCH, exemplifies how both 

factors contribute to AFN carrying out its mission at the site. Over time, AFN staff 

developed a relationship at ARCH with the caseworkers, who refer their clients to the 

training classes and the lab when the clients express a need that these services can 

address. Thus, AFN’s presence at ARCH has integrated into the site’s operation: “The 

fact that we’ve been there for so long, I almost consider us as working almost like a triage 

at the ARCH,” said Interviewee E. This relationship benefits both parties: AFN provides 

training to ARCH clients, while ARCH provides AFN with referrals and also assists with 

other tasks. For instance, bilingual ARCH staff help AFN trainers communicate with 

Spanish-speaking students. In this example, mutual support and the integration of 

computer access and training with the services the host site provides yield visible results: 

training classes and labs hit capacity.  

By contrast, the relationship with the Boys & Girls Club thus far has yielded 

lackluster results. The computer classes AFN offers, free to parents whose children 

belong to the organization, failed to meet capacity: at one class only four out of ten spots 

filled. Such a low turnout increases the risk that the Boys & Girls Club will cut funding 

for these classes. However, the nonprofit has done little to cultivate demand for them. 

The AFN staff I interviewed emphasized the lack of support from the organization as 

well as the AISD schools where the classes are held, in advertising these classes. Since 

the club and the schools both have better access to and a stronger relationship with 

parents than AFN, increased outreach efforts on their part could have be more effective 

than AFN’s attempts. Beyond referring parents to these classes, Interviewee B mentioned 

that schools could be incentivized to promote them by receiving a title, such as “digitally 

strong campus,” when more than 50% of the students’ parents register for the parent 

cloud, which allows them to monitor their kids’ progress via the Internet. Having worked 
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in education, she stated that schools “love titles” and such recognition may contribute to 

better engagement with its students’ parents about taking computer classes. She also 

proposed a digital training camp, funded by AISD and conducted by AFN, which could 

facilitate getting this title. Nevertheless, in the absence of such endeavors, AFN 

undertakes the bulk of the outreach work, and it is not as successful as it is at ARCH. 

These examples underscore the need for a good, working relationship with the 

partner or host site. While poster and in-person promotion at events held at the host sites 

may spread awareness of AFN services and recruit clients, outreach efforts work best 

when the partnering organization contributes as well. Such engagement requires close 

collaboration with AFN, which emphasizes the need for the presence of dedicated AFN 

staff at a host site, who can forge such relationships. In other words, the benefits of 

partnership can be maximized through consistent staff who interact with the partners. 

AFN’s efforts to recruit clients through more traditional channels, like radio spots, 

ended along with the BTOP. However, a lack of funding does not translate into a lack of 

desire. One of AFN’s marketing team’s goals is a budget for more consistent community 

radio advertising (88.7 FM), which it sees as strategically important, particularly for 

reaching the African-American population. Similarly, AFN believes that Spanish radio 

station spots and community newspapers ads may cultivate clientele. The organization 

understands that even these promotional tools have limitations, as Interviewee F 

qualified:  

I think that might help, but it wouldn’t necessarily be the complete solution. I 

think coming from an outreach perspective, it has to be consistent. You have to 

have people that are constantly in the community going to the events and going to 

[…] community association meetings to make the people aware. That’s what’s 

really helped us now to continue to get the word out there.  
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Thus, while a budget for traditional marketing remains on AFN’s wish list, the 

organization has focused on physical outreach with the few resources it has. 

AFN also supplements its on-ground, physical outreach efforts with an online 

presence, which is lighter on its resources. At the time of conducting these interviews, the 

organization prepared its new website launch. The concept design, which began in 

January 2014, sought to make the site more appealing and user-friendly. Donation 

buttons became bigger and student success stories more prominently displayed. It is, after 

all, fundamentally a marketing tool and as such it advertises AFN’s services to potential 

clients, promotes partnership opportunities, and spreads public awareness of the 

organization’s mission. Its scrolling newsfeed markets its Pearson Vue Test Center status. 

It also serves as a recruiting tool, hosting volunteer applications for those interested, and 

resources for those already actively involved (Austin Free-Net, 2015b). In one sense, the 

site is a success: eleven months in the making, its build overseen by a part-time employee 

after a full-time marketing person left in the final stages of the BTOP, the site looks 

simple and user-friendly. At the same time, staff faced challenges in both coding in 

Wordpress, the site’s host, and pulling archived posts from the old website, and it shows. 

As of this writing, several months after its launch, the site and its subpages can take long 

to load, and some of the links are dead, particularly those to archival material. With 

online presence a requirement for most organizations, particularly for ones attempting to 

address a digital divide, the website’s long build time and its buggy performance 

underscore the point about the crucial need for adequate staff in undertaking such 

projects. Although Interviewee F characterized the website hits as “low,” at least 10 

organizations have reached out to AFN because information about its services was 

advertised, whether on social media or on the website, resulting in new partnerships. This 

information was gleaned from talking with the clients. 
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In addition to its website, AFN maintains a presence on Facebook and Twitter 

(Austin Free-Net, 2013a, 2013b). It employs social media primarily to reach out to 

advocates and friends of the organization, rather than clients, hoping to hook donors and 

educate the general Austin population about its services. Currently, it has more followers 

on Facebook (559) than on Twitter (500), but AFN set up its Facebook page in 2008 and 

its Twitter page two years later (Austin Free-Net, 2013a, 2013b). The number of 

followers on Facebook more than doubled since the spring of 2013, when it had roughly 

two hundred. Part of this, according to one staff member, stems from inviting clients who 

undergo AFN training to “like” the Facebook page, a savvy promotional strategy. 

Ultimately, AFN exploits all its digital channels to provide fairly consistent updates about 

its organization. It sends out communiques via Facebook roughly three to four times a 

week, and tweets regularly, though not as frequently. It supplements its social media 

announcements with a monthly newsletter sent by email to subscribers, who signed up on 

the organization’s website. This digital outreach escalates when AFN receives a grant, 

develops a high-profile partnership such as that with Google Fiber, or when it participates 

in a donor drive, like Amplify Austin.  

In general, donations plateaued from individual donors and escalated from 

organizations, both corporate and non-profit. In an effort to attract more private donors, 

AFN participates in non-profit fundraising events like Amplify Austin, held in March. 

The 24-hour event, a telethon, targets younger, wealthy professionals, not necessarily 

engaged in philanthropy, and encourages them to support causes that matter to them, with 

AFN falling under “Education” (Amplify Austin, 2014). AFN has participated in the 

event three times, raising $4,000 in 2013 and more than $5,000 in 2014. However, in 

2015, it only raised $2,800 (Austin Free-Net, 2013a), potentially due to smaller staff 

presence. The “pitch,” like most of AFN’s outreach, emphasizes its community services 
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for the homeless, veteran, ex-offender and senior populations, as well as “success 

stories,” demonstrating how its services contribute to clients finding jobs, connecting 

with relatives, learning basic computer skills and attending career counseling. At the 

same time, the relationship with Google Fiber has opened doors for partnerships with 

potential donors. Promotion at large events, such as at the SXSW festival and through a 

web seminar convened by the Texas Tribune on digital inclusion, can contribute to 

greater visibility and small, but valuable returns. For instance, as a result of the Texas 

Tribune live web talk an audience member decided to volunteer. However, outreach can 

take time “to come to fruition,” as Interviewee F put it.  

Building awareness and presence requires ongoing, consistent efforts, and AFN 

has made inroads in both. Staff said that while three or four years ago even people living 

near DeWitty did not know what it was, now they are more aware of its services. Most of 

the center’s clients have heard about it through word-of-mouth and come from the 

surrounding community. In October 2014 AFN became a Pearson Vue certified testing 

center for clients wanting to complete their GED. This partnership has also yielded some 

traffic into the labs, beyond the Pearson Vue testing center room at DeWitty. Similarly, 

sending a resume expert to a community event has brought some clients into AFN’s labs. 

AFN’s participation in a recent job fair, where staff recruited people for ARCH training 

classes, resulted in a major increase in the number of students. However, as one staff 

member put it: “We don’t have enough staff to do [that kind of outreach] on a kind of a 

foot-level as far making people aware, making more clients aware.” Consequently, AFN 

exploits its partnerships, such as those at halfway houses, to develop relationships with 

case managers working with ex-offender populations who can spread awareness of 

AFN’s services. At the same time, Interviewee F said, “even that is still kind of 

challenging, to get people to come in. […] I don’t think our numbers are necessarily 
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reflecting the population that’s out there to a large degree as far as having droves of 

people come in.” Indeed, as I suggested earlier, traffic is uneven and some labs rarely 

reach capacity. 

Disaggregating the impact of outreach on these numbers is a difficult task, 

particularly without detailed data. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that 

outreach has fundamental limitations, and demand for AFN fluctuates because of other 

factors as well. Traffic ebbs and flows, and functions differently at different sites. ARCH 

is consistent, while DeWitty, for example is less so, suggesting that some clientele simply 

relies on computer services more than others. Lab closures and lack of staff affect 

demand. Weather does as well: fewer people visit the labs during the hot summers. 

School starts, on the other hand, can increase traffic by freeing parents who drop off their 

kids to start looking for jobs. However, perhaps the most striking example of the 

limitations of outreach involves the formal classes launched under BTOP, discussed in 

the previous chapter. Interviewee F framed their lackluster performance as failure to 

cultivate demand for them: “we tried just advertising, we have a basic computer class, we 

have a Word class, but people weren’t responding to that, so that is a challenge, from an 

outreach aspect, trying to pinpoint […] how to get people to respond.” The underlying 

point, however, is that while outreach seeks to promote AFN’s services, those services 

must match the needs of the population it targets in order to work. Addressing fluctuating 

traffic requires looking beyond advertising and focusing on services, which AFN did by 

altering its curriculum to match its clients’ needs more specifically. 

Perhaps the biggest challenge facing AFN’s outreach efforts involves shifting 

demand. As Austin continues to gentrify and the cost of living rises, many of the 

communities that AFN seeks to serve leave the city. DeWitty and Rosewood labs were 

built in East Austin because access was lowest there. Now, East Austin is a gentrifying 
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area with many residents who have no need for AFN’s services. Indeed, City of Austin’s 

(2014a) Austin Digital Assessment study found that 92% of Austin’s population has 

access to broadband. It is possible that, as one staff member suggested, there may be no 

need in the future for the core DeWitty site. However, the survey leaves open the 

question of the remaining 8%, or 55,000 adults, two-thirds of whom are working age. 

Consequently, the need for AFN’s services still exists – in the words of Interviewee A: 

“we’re needed, it’s where.”  

AFN’s strategy for addressing this shift involves attempting to locate demand in 

other areas, and forming partnerships with sites located in them, as well as lending 

equipment to organizations that already serve them. As with other aspects of AFN’s 

operation, partnership with other sites plays a key role in this effort. City demographics 

change, incomes rise, infrastructure expands and demand for public access can shift. 

Thus, one of the major challenges facing PCCs is their ability to adapt to these shifts, to 

identify demand and to expand their services to where they are needed. Accordingly, 

primarily with Google’s financial support, AFN is currently expanding its services to six 

HACA sites, where it plans to conduct computer training. It also seeks to fortify its 

relationship with the Boys & Girls Club, and to start training Parent Support Specialists 

through the Austin Independent School District, who provide computer lessons for 

parents of students. Additionally, AFN received an SSVF (Support Services for Veteran 

Families) grant to provide services to the homeless veteran population, along with other 

organizations such as Frontsteps. AFN is in charge of education.  

AFN’s outreach efforts seek to exploit various avenues to raise awareness, 

promote services, and seek out donors. The strategies, which include flyers, participation 

in community events, and traditional and digital advertising, meet with various degrees of 

success and sometimes serve different functions. For instance, while digital outreach is 
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more focused on spreading awareness of AFN’s services and activities, physical outreach 

helps in forging partnerships and getting more clients to use AFN’s facilities. In other 

words, physical outreach is a crucial component of AFN’s ongoing mission, one 

compromised by lack of staff to conduct it. The organization’s reliance on partners for 

referrals and promotion seeks to minimize its scarce resources by putting the burden on 

partners. However, the success of this strategy largely depends on the level of integration 

with the partners’ sites, as well as the development of a working relationship with them. 

Most crucially, as Austin’s grows, gentrifies, and closes its digital divide, the uncertain 

future of PCC services, like those AFN offers, looms over the horizon. The degree to 

which the organization is able to identify in-need populations and effectively match their 

needs remains a deciding factor of its future success. 

METRICS 

AFN established that its formal classes failed to meet its client needs by gathering 

data from its base. Likewise, metrics will likely direct future expansion efforts by helping 

locate those without access and provide services to them. Metrics thus represent a crucial 

component of PCC services, not just by identifying potential clients, but also by ensuring 

that services work effectively, that resources are utilized efficiently, and that its goals are 

met. Moreover, one of the central stipulations of any grant, federal, state or private, is to 

provide some kind of proof that the funds achieved a desired result. In this sense, metrics 

also play a key role in buttressing PCC outreach efforts, by providing concrete data about 

their achievements. AFN’s metrics gathering takes on several forms, including most 

prominently via the Yousadge software installed on its computers, as well as through the 

sign-in sheets in every lab. These data efforts range in accuracy partly because of 

technical roadblocks, partly because some of them require subjectivity, and partly 
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because AFN, like its clients, prizes anonymity, which prevents more intensive metrics 

collection. Finally, while metrics inform many of AFN decisions, they do not always 

contribute to more efficient resource use. 

To capture the effectiveness of its client services, AFN measures “logins,” namely 

mouse movements and key activity, as well as class sign-ups, lab sign-ins, and student 

class performance. IT staff collects data off 189 computers out of nearly 250 that AFN 

deployed to its partner sites. For the remaining 61 computers, used for special programs, 

AFN’s sole responsibility is computer maintenance. The rest, however, collect mouse and 

key activity data on at least an hourly basis through monitoring software called 

Yousadge. Such data is basic at best. It does not account for unduplicated users, and it 

treats all computer use, brief or extended, equally. In other words, it does not distinguish 

between a client who has used the computer for two hours and one who may have 

accidentally hit the keyboard. Consequently, it remains unclear to what degree this 

activity represents actual “logins,” though AFN’s internal data report states that it is 

statistically similar to the number of individual computer users (Austin Free-Net, 2014b).  

The technical manager pulls some of this data from Yousadge, which is installed 

on every computer, remotely once a month. The reason not all data routes directly to 

DeWitty emphasizes a key problem with the system: Yousadge metrics cannot be 

remotely collected off computers with only Wi-Fi connections. Instead, IT staff must 

manually download them off the individual computers. Thus, IT staff dedicates 

substantial amounts of time collecting lab metrics and collating them into a monthly 

report for the city. At some of the HHS sites, where Yousadge logged little change in 

activity month-to-month (less than 1%), data was culled every six months, with three 

months extrapolations reported as metrics. Despite such compromises, data collection is 

crucial and, under the current set-up, requires sufficient staff to occur regularly. 
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Similarly, hardwiring computers across all AFN sites will inevitably use up staff time and 

other resources, but likely pay off in the future. Consequently, there has been a push to 

accomplish this, especially in light of the prolonged Wi-Fi-related outage at Rosewood. 

However, funding can impede such efforts: “We feel we just never have enough 

resources to do the things that we want to do,” said Interviewee G. He added: 

I think we have a great staff here, everyone has wonderful ideas about what to do, 

how to get things done, everyone’s very enthusiastic, and so when you have that 

much energy, it can sometimes be a little deflating whenever reality hits you in 

the face, how we just don’t have the bandwidth to get it all done. […] I think a lot 

of organizations feel that way.  

For instance, recently a person in charge of the city metrics report left and shifting those 

duties over to someone else required a lot of work. 

AFN employs two other direct metrics to gauge demand for its labs and classes: 

lab sign-in sheets and class sign-up sheets. Every lab employs sign-in sheets, delivered to 

DeWitty on a weekly basis, with signing in a prerequisite for using the computers inside. 

However, many of AFN’s clients treasure their privacy, and the nonprofit respects their 

preference for anonymity. While they must still sign in when entering a lab, staff allow 

clients to use a fake name and never request an ID. In their study of many of the sites in 

this project’s sample, Baylor et al. (2013) recommended PCCs request additional 

information on the sign-in sheets to identify repeat users. While AFN provides some 

numbers of unduplicated users on its yearly reports,15 the organization likely arrives at 

the number based on the sign-in sheets, which may be unreliable if clients put down a 

different name every time they come to a lab. Nevertheless, deciding to update the sign-in 

sheets requires a careful calculation of the trade-off between additional data and 

                                                 
15There appears to be no consistency in terms of the sites and months for which AFN has this data, though 

it is strikingly limited. 
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preserving what many staff believe makes AFN so attractive to its clients: its respect for 

anonymity.  

The class sign-up sheets measure initial interest, and sign-in sheets dispensed 

during class measure attendance. However, they do not measure student performance. 

Thus, direct metrics, namely measures of computer activity, lab sign-ins and class sign-

ups, are supplemented by inferred metrics, which are based on trainer observation 

throughout class sessions. Inferred metrics, though reported as data, rely on subjective 

trainer perceptions unlike direct ones. It is worth noting that performance data is reported 

by AFN as the “Number of AFN Students who increased digital literacy skills,” and for 

the first three quarters of FY 2013-14 all of the students were reported as having done so, 

raising the question of the accuracy of such reporting (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). Some 

classes, however, employ more robust measures. At ARCH, performance metrics 

consisted of the results from the class cards discussed in the previous chapter. Moreover, 

students were pre- and post-tested, documenting their progress. The trainer kept track of 

how many students created a Google account, built a resume, scheduled a job interview, 

and obtained employment (Austin Free-Net, 2014b). Such documentation sheds limited 

light on the question of the accomplishments of PCC training efforts, by documenting 

measurable outcomes. Because such metrics are only feasible in a classroom setting, 

training programs are crucial to more robust forms of metric collection, and cutting them 

complicates these efforts. 

Nevertheless, as a result of the work at ARCH, AFN was awarded another GTOPs 

in 2013 because the city liked the results. Thus, metrics translated into financial support. 

The trainers recognize their importance and some of them keep their own databases of 

student progress, including skills acquired and classes attended. Because the class 

training metrics were collected by hand on paper, as AFN expanded collating them into 
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reports became a difficult task. Recently, the organization received approval to use some 

of the city funding to invest in Community Tech Knowledge’s (CTK) Apricot software, 

to track metrics in an online database. CTK serves nonprofits and Apricot allows tracking 

not only of clients, but also volunteers, staff, donors and organizational outcomes 

(Community Tech Knowledge, 2015a, 2015b). AFN plans to launch the software in early 

2015, and use it to collect performance data on individual students and their progress, as 

well as the skills they learned. This software will be placed on all computers within AFN. 

Some staff were working on inputting information into this database while the research 

for this project was conducted. 

Direct and inferred metrics provide estimates of labs’ and classes’ popularity, and 

range in robustness with respect to what students learn, how they perform, and whether 

they find work. What they fail to capture is the longer-term effect on clients’ lives. 

Because of anonymity, and the ensuing and frequent inability to follow-up with students 

and lab users, AFN can only rarely claim that a lab or a class interaction resulted in a job 

or another tangible outcome. After staff assists a client, the interaction ends and it 

remains unclear whether the client gets a job, or achieves the goal he or she sought to 

accomplish by going to the lab in the first place. Thus, while there is much agreement 

among the staff that the work they do is important, the metrics measure much more 

humble fruit of that work.  

Additionally, metrics do not necessarily translate to more efficient resource 

distribution. While some labs constantly reach capacity, other labs remain relatively 

empty. Addressing such discrepancies in access need not necessarily involve a shift in 

computer resources, although some labs could use more support. Rather, targeted 

outreach can also perhaps assist in populating the less utilized labs. Ultimately, this 

finding bears on the larger discussion of shifting demand, mentioned in the previous 
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section on outreach. When labs remain empty, additional metrics and probing are 

required to find out why no one is coming. 

Ultimately, AFN recognizes that metrics are crucial to its operation, and it has had 

a data collection plan in place for some time, although it ranges in accuracy. Being truly 

effective and efficient, requires staff, time and resources – all of which depend on 

funding. Hardwiring the computers is a priority so remote metric collection can take 

place. However, funding for a centralized database of client performance represents a 

significant step in the right direction for the nonprofit, likely reducing reporting time in 

the future. AFN’s metrics have captured some of its successes, leading to additional 

grants, but fail to provide insights about the key question: whether the benefits of the 

services extend beyond the labs. It is likely that, given the emphasis on privacy and 

anonymity, AFN will never have a robust measure of its long-term impact. However, 

staff-client trust can potentially lead to more durable relationships and more information 

about clients’ future endeavors. In terms of metrics guiding effective resource 

mobilization, the findings are mixed. On the one hand, AFN demonstrated a solid 

understanding of why its formal classes did not work, and it seems aware that demand for 

its services is shifting. However, given underused labs, it seems to be taking time to act 

on some of this data. Part of this likely stems from the fact that the data can be unreliable: 

some of it is missing or simply very basic. It fails to provide unique user information, 

sometimes even in the case of students who attend training classes. Its documentation of 

volunteer hours may also not be entirely accurate based on labs closed during open hours. 

Though the BTOP forced AFN to implement metric collection across dozens of sites, 

much of the data could certainly be more accurate and reliable and, as a result, useful to 

the organization. 
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SUMMARY 

Perhaps the most significant finding is the scope of the impact of the end of 

BTOP funding on the PCCs examined here. Since AFN invested the funds in expansion, 

namely training programs and equipment, the most heavily hit area was ultimately the 

provision of training. However, other services experienced disruptions as well, including 

labs, whose closures and limited hours resulted in a reduced demand. The most resilient 

labs proved those that served the populations with the least access: the homeless and ex-

offenders. A large portion of the problem lies with the loss of staff, which caused AFN to 

heavily rely on volunteers. Volunteers, however, cannot replace key staff, like trainers, 

and are not always a reliable resource for maintaining open labs. The drop in volunteer 

hours across 2013-2014, along with my own observations, suggest that the disruption in 

services is more significant than some of AFN’s internal data indicate. Outreach efforts, 

heavily dependent on staff for their success, also suffered, contributing to uneven 

demand. Nevertheless, the continued support from the City of Austin, and from private 

organizations like Google, has buffered the organization against some of the larger 

sustainability issues ASR Analytics (2015a) documented other BTOP grantees 

experiencing. Because this support is limited, many staff lost their jobs, while others left 

because in anticipation of the inevitable lay-offs after BTOP ended. 

Some of the challenges the PCCs face seem to be independent of BTOP’s end. 

For instance, though the staff cuts significantly limited AFN presence at partner sites, the 

organization could do more to engage its volunteers and encourage intra-organizational 

communication. Volunteers represent an invaluable resource especially since AFN 

employs so few staff. Similarly, the Internet outages, though not caused by AFN, suggest 

that poor communication is, to a degree, prevalent. Though all these episodes were 

resolved, they created significant service disruptions and loss of clients. While data 
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collection needs funds to be fully automated, it also needs to be rethought. The measures 

AFN utilizes, aside from limited robust metrics in one set of classes, poorly quantify its 

achievements and shortcomings. Some of these shortcomings include service 

performance, especially poorly attended labs.  

Since AFN is a network organization, one of its many goals has been forging 

strategic partnerships. When BTOP ended, so did AFN presence at many of the sites, 

along with its physical oversight of labs now run exclusively by volunteers. Because the 

non-AFN staff at these sites is usually tasked with other duties, their commitment to 

referring clients to the open access labs as well as answering client questions is 

fundamentally limited. However, this is also true of existing partnerships that AFN 

forged during or after the BTOP. While AFN strongly benefits from its partnerships with 

other nonprofit organizations, it can also be limited by them. Because outreach, 

operation, and services are integrated to various degrees with partnering organizations, 

partners can play a key role in advancing AFN’s mission. The relationship AFN 

developed with Frontsteps, which runs ARCH, exemplifies a well-integrated, supportive 

partnership that remains mutually beneficial. On the other hand, Boys & Girls Club has 

been less committed, providing funds but little by the way of outreach to help foster 

demand for the classes AFN conducts. Moreover, though host sites and partners provide 

AFN with a cultivated client base, they can also pose other, more tangible obstacles in 

service delivery, such as the Rosewood outage demonstrates.  

Organizations like AFN need to maintain open communication channels with 

their partners and learn from what works and what does not. Given the looming challenge 

of shifting demand, as access in Austin expands, future partnerships will be fundamental 

to AFN’s ongoing sustainability. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion & Conclusion 

In the two decades since the NTIA first identified the “digital divide,” the term 

has become firmly fixed in scholarly and policy discourse. Fundamentally complex and 

multidimensional, it became clear early on that market-driven diffusion and access 

expansion were insufficient to address the problem. That the digital divide overlapped 

other historical socio-economic divides emphasized the need for deeper interventions. 

Scholars like Warschauer (2004) drew attention to the importance of relevant content, 

digital literacy and greater social inclusion as crucial ingredients in bridging the divide. 

As technology diffused, the divide became more pronounced: those who had access 

advanced further, while those who lacked it fell further behind. It became clear that of the 

ready solutions, none would be immediate. Like other larger social problems, this one too 

would take time to fix.  

Of these solutions, this study has focused on the role of PCCs. AFN, from whose 

labs the sample was drawn, has been around as long as the term “digital divide” itself. In 

many ways, it serves as a model for other PCCs because of its relative longevity, its focus 

on the underserved, and its core mission of providing access and digital literacy training. 

Indeed, these very qualities have put PCCs at least near the center of the digital divide 

debate. However, because they have been perceived traditionally as interim solutions to 

the digital divide problem, policy support for them has been limited as well. Short grant 

spurts can help sustain PCCs, but do little to promote longer-term training and other 

programs that may have a more significant impact (Strover, 2014). If we accept the 

complexity of the digital divide, then we must also recognize that it requires more 

sustainable and sustained solutions.  
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The BTOP, in many ways, sought to provide this kind of significant, longer term 

support. Though, like that of many other federal and state programs addressing the digital 

divide, its focus fell on access, it also set aside a substantial portion of its unprecedented 

budget for PCCs. Because the ARRA, under whose umbrella the BTOP was nestled, 

arose in frenzied response to the 2008 crash, the program was geared towards economic 

growth, and in the case of PCCs, workforce development. In many ways, this focus was 

misguided, given the lack of evidence on PCC downstream impacts in this, and many 

other arenas (Sey & Fellows, 2009). Nevertheless, at least the PCCs in this study tried. 

The preliminary assessment of BTOP’s contribution to the economy, contracted 

to ASR Analytics (2015b) for $5 million, suggested that the program yielded 79,000 jobs 

and a 333,000 week reduction in unemployment, worth about $94 million. However, the 

study does not specify how many of those jobs PCCs created. Moreover, its estimation of 

unemployment reduction relies on a percentage of reduced unemployment duration due 

to Internet job searches from a Kuhn and Mansour (2014) study that examined Craigslist 

job searching among 23-29 year olds. Because the population served by PCCs varies in 

age, this is a questionable proxy for ASR’s estimate. Yet, the report’s more significant 

shortcoming is its failure to fully acknowledge the impact of the end of BTOP funding on 

the PCCs.  

Accordingly, the goal of this study has been two-fold. On the one hand, I sought 

to shed light on PCCs’ role in the larger digital divide equation, by examining how their 

services promote digital inclusion and identify the challenges they face in teaching digital 

literacy, all in the shadow of the BTOP. On the other hand, I wanted to provide deeper 

account of what the grant’s end meant for its recipients. This work has explicitly relied, 

and attempts to build on, the ASR report, and a UT-Austin study which was conducted 
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while the BTOP was in full swing (Baylor et al., 2013; Mudliar et al., 2013; Strover et al., 

2013). 

The findings presented in Chapter 3 broadly emphasize the limitations of what 

PCCs can accomplish in the service of digital inclusion. Though AFN offers various 

services to its clients, ranging in flexibility and engagement, there is limited evidence of 

workforce development, or improved digital literacy for that matter. The most popular 

service is also the most basic: the open access labs, which provide access to users. 

Consistent with the literature (Bar et al., 2013b; Sey & Fellows, 2009), most of the clients 

surf to social and entertainment-related sites. As Bar et al. (2013b) argue, the utility of 

such activities should not be dismissed and AFN staff permits them. However, what such 

use reveals is a degree of self-sufficiency and digital literacy skills. Those surfing 

Facebook and YouTube require little help from the lab monitors and volunteers. While 

they may lack access at home, this does not necessarily mean they lack the know-how to 

achieve their goals and fulfill their specific needs. Indeed, few clients raise basic skills 

questions, either because they already know the answers, or because they do not feel 

comfortable asking. The findings here suggest that it is more likely the former than the 

latter. 

Rather, these services tend to facilitate what Martin and Schejter (2012, p. 25) 

refer to as “micro-goals.” Though modest, open labs and training classes provide access, 

expose clients to the technology, and cultivate familiarity with it to varying degrees. Due 

to inherent difficulties in measuring outcomes, particularly in lab settings, beyond 

observation there is often little evidence of what these programs produce, with the 

possible exception of the ARCH classes. Computer activity metrics and lab sign-in sheets 

fail to capture these achievements, even if they proximately measure general demand for 

services. While funding entities, on whose resources PCCs depend for their sustainability, 
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often require performance metrics as a funding condition, they must accept that such data 

is fundamentally limited. Indeed, it is likely that no effective measure exists for these 

achievements, beyond observation, and staff and user testimony. The user reports may be 

particularly difficult to obtain given client preference for anonymity, and thus staff 

represents a more realistic source. Though qualitative and not always reliable, such 

reports should not be disregarded by funding organizations, particularly if they are 

invested in PCCs’ mission. They can provide depth to data that simply documents 

growing numbers in a given category. Although they occasionally may portray a humbler 

picture, this reflects the reality of providing public services whose outcomes may be 

modest or which only come to fruition in the longer term. 

The modesty of the AFN lab achievement stems from various factors, many of 

which also underlie the failure of some programs and the success of others. For instance, 

the range in skills among the population AFN serves, as well as their often busy 

schedules, poor experiences with education, and other factors contributed to the failure of 

the formal classes launched in an effort to fulfill BTOP’s training requirement. While 

AFN continues to offer these classes, my interviewees suggested attendance and retention 

were low. Many clients came to learn a particular skill or failed to find the technology 

relevant to their lives, and left.  

Conversely, the benefits of the ARCH approach embody much of the allure of 

AFN services among the clients. Flexible, need-focused, and goal oriented, this teaching 

approach relies on one-on-one interaction that clients seem to prefer. It makes content 

and technology more relevant to those who lack digital literacy skills, and consequently 

contributes more successfully to meaningful use. The bonds that form during such 

interactions facilitate continued learning, by familiarizing staff with clients’ skill levels 
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and needs, and by fostering a comfortable atmosphere, which plays an important role in 

overcoming the fear technology can create among the uninitiated.  

However, the success of this approach, as well as the one-on-one interaction in 

the labs, relies on a delicate balance between assistance and guided tutoring, and 

essentially taking over a given task for a client. This choice rests entirely with the staff, 

many of whose duties often extend beyond simple computer skill tutoring. On the one 

hand, AFN’s mission is to promote independent learning and self-sufficiency. Guiding 

users to Google search, encouraging them to ask questions, and discouraging dependency 

may accomplish this. On the other hand, many clients lack skills that are prerequisites for 

meaningful use of technology, and their needs sometimes override the goal of teaching 

computer skills. In these contexts, staff will step in and type up resumes for clients, or do 

other tasks for them, simply because their needs supersede the educational benefit of 

teaching them to accomplish these tasks themselves. At best, such tutoring results in 

exposure to the technology, but it remains unclear whether it encourages interest in its 

continued use.  

One-on-one interactions, particularly in a classroom context, require dedicated 

staff. The demand for them is clear, as is the demand for open access labs, particularly in 

sites such as ARCH and Trinity, which serve the homeless and ex-offender populations. 

Some of this demand likely stems from the fact that these communities are least likely to 

have access. At the same time, these clients, especially the ex-offenders, want to find 

jobs, obtain government services, and more generally, integrate back into society. 

Because technology offers the means to achieve these goals, it is in high demand. 

Consequently, these clients are likely to reap the biggest of its benefits, and if one of the 

goals is to promote workforce development, access for them should be supported. 
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In a sense, the BTOP was responsible for the successful, need-tailored curriculum 

AFN currently employs by providing the nonprofit funds and marching orders to launch 

classes and to measure the outcomes. AFN learned from the formal class experiment and 

evolved. Though the City of Austin GTOPs program funded the need-tailored classes 

ultimately, they were born out of these flawed BTOP experiments. The new class format 

is not only notable for its effectiveness, but also for the relatively detailed metrics it 

employs, a contrast to AFN’s other data collection. The training worked because it had 

partner buy-in, a ready client base with a need the classes could fill, measurable 

outcomes, and metrics in place to tout its successes.  

When the BTOP ended, all AFN services took a hit, though training was the most 

pronounced because it was particularly staff-heavy. Volunteers could monitor a lab, but 

they could not teach classes. Thus, like the federal and state grants before it, the BTOP’s 

legacy for PCCs primarily consists of expanding access, while training proved more 

difficult to sustain. In many ways, BTOP’s end ironically complicated the very 

sustainability it hoped to foster. Expansion meant more access and more training, but it 

also meant more staff and more hardware. Though AFN is not in short supply of 

equipment, its staff dwindled and its presence at the various sites it created shrank. This 

reduced oversight, accountability and consistency of service. While volunteers do 

monitor labs, they are not always available or reliable. From the last months of 2013 to 

the fall of 2014 volunteer hours decreased and many labs opened for fewer hours, and 

some occasionally closed. This, coupled with short to prolonged Internet outages, seemed 

to undo a lot of the outreach and demand cultivation AFN conducted during the BTOP. 

AFN contributed to some of these problems itself. Miscommunication resulted in 

slow responses to the outages. A lack of communication fostered a sense of isolation 

from AFN headquarters among volunteers at satellite labs, and a lack of a sense of 
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direction. Since AFN is fundamentally a network organization, maintaining the nodes 

that comprise it remains crucial to its ongoing success.  

AFN responded to the loss of a major funding source by cutting costs, aligning 

with other nonprofit organizations and attempting to diversify its revenue base. Indeed, 

standing between AFN and a severe disruption of its services was the City of Austin, 

along with private donors like Google, whose funding allowed AFN to evade the fate of 

some of its co-grantees. Though ASR Analytics (2015b) did not capture the sustainability 

challenges AFN faced following the BTOP, they were not as pronounced as those other 

PCCs experienced. AFN’s ongoing operation is, consequently, a significant testament to 

the mutually beneficial relationship between the city and the nonprofit. It is also 

indicative of the city’s commitment to closing the digital divide in Austin. The alignment 

in goals and expectations between the city and the nonprofit it continues to fund allows 

AFN to continue to realize its mission. Similarly, AFN’s resource alignment with other 

nonprofits, notably the Boys & Girls Club and Frontsteps, allowed the nonprofit to 

continue to provide training. Its partnership with Google has enabled the launch of new 

training classes at several HACA sites. Its commercial ventures might also generate some 

much-needed revenue. The Fix-Net program, geared to providing technical solutions to 

other nonprofits, represents a smart focus for the organization, and a potentially 

beneficial one for the nonprofit community, though it faces its own sets of challenges. 

The Pearson Vue testing services also provide additional income. However, AFN 

recognizes that because its mission focus is on the underserved, preserving the values the 

organization espouses requires prioritizing ongoing access and training provision to those 

who lack it over these commercial endeavors.  

In 2015, AFN will celebrate its 20th anniversary. One of the major challenges it 

will face in the future, as one of the more surprising findings in this study revealed, will 
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be to find out exactly where its services will be needed. Austin has made significant, 

though incomplete, progress in closing the access divide. The East Austin area, which the 

DeWitty Center has served for the past two decades, is gentrifying and the population it 

targeted has been moving away as the cost of living in the city continues to climb. Since 

AFN’s core mission consists of providing access and training to the underserved, the 

shifting population poses a problem. The solution will likely involve something that is 

already key to AFN’s organizational model: strategic partnerships. Despite the significant 

emphasis on the importance of such partnerships in the PCC literature (e.g. Servon & 

Nelson, 1999, 2001; Sey & Fellows, 2009), relationships with partners range from the 

mutually beneficial to less supportive. AFN experienced both, forming a strong 

relationship with ARCH and a weaker one with the Boys & Girls Club. Much of its 

ability to adapt to the shifting population landscape in the city will likely depend on 

partnerships for a cultivated clientele and space to set up its labs or classes. It is 

ultimately possible that PCC demand may shrink in Austin. As these populations 

increasingly move outside of Austin’s borders, and its jurisdiction, a question arises about 

City of Austin’s continued ability to fund AFN’s services for these clients. The answer to 

it may require rethinking AFN’s PCC model as well as its funding sources.  

This study sought to contribute to existing PCC literature by providing an in-

depth analysis of the aftermath of a federally-funded PCC expansion effort, with a 

particular focus on the challenges that arose when the BTOP ended. The goal of the 

examination was, in part, to identify how to best recalibrate policy to minimize these 

challenges. The findings in this study broadly reiterate Strover’s (2014) call for stable 

grant support. The BTOP was launched under exceptional circumstances and its duration 

was limited. The struggles following it suggest that its achievements in the PCC area 

were mixed. On the one hand, AFN visibly and significantly expanded access and 
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training under the BTOP. On the other hand, as this study demonstrates, without a strong 

post-BTOP sustainability plan in place, such as the limited grant and city support AFN 

received and the partnerships it forged, many of these efforts would have collapsed, and 

indeed did collapse for some of the PCCs in the ASR study. AFN’s institutional 

legitimacy in the Austin community facilitated receiving such support, which raises the 

question of the fate of PCCs with less experience and less established community 

presence. What this also suggests is that maintaining scaled expansion and service 

requires consistent funding and staff effort and involvement in newly established sites. It 

is likely that a more modest expansion with longer financial support would have resulted 

in fewer service disruptions, and posed fewer sustainability challenges. Minimizing these 

disruptions, in turn, would have likely contributed to stronger demand cultivation and 

client retention, and resulted in a better investment of the funds. 

Along these lines, given the success of the ARCH case, it may be worthwhile to 

fund training programs over further access expansion in environments where public 

access already exists, particularly if the training is flexible, need-based and focused on 

communities that lack digital literacy. The City of Austin recognized this, having 

awarded AFN the GTOPs twice in a row for precisely this kind of training. Indeed, 

another central policy recommendation that emerges from this work is the importance of 

stable, local support for PCCs. However, this support should also be framed in a larger 

understanding of the digital divide, including specifying the geographic areas and 

communities most affected, emphasizing training over access, and encouraging strategic 

partnerships that can foster local content and provide access to a developed clientele.  

It is also important that policymakers acknowledge the more mundane, though 

very important organizational aspects necessary to support program and service delivery, 

including administrative positions like a dedicated grant writer and training program 
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manager. If there is an underlying theme to Chapter 4, it is that the PCC effort to foster 

digital inclusion relies on a host of overlapping factors and activities. Services, staff and 

resources, partnerships, outreach, and metrics are all co-dependent and crucial to the 

ongoing mission PCCs strive to accomplish. Policy not focused on bolstering all these 

components will likely have a limited impact. At the same time, PCCs must strive to 

efficiently operationalize these resources, both when they receive substantial funding and 

when they have little of it. In the latter case, especially, since it so often represents the 

norm. 

More broadly, the findings presented here serve as a potent reminder of the 

magnitude of dependencies many nonprofits face as they strive to realize their missions. 

Large infusions of funding, such as the BTOP, often register as temporary support in the 

longer lifecycle of the nonprofits they target. In mandating expansion, such programs can 

potentially aggravate sustainability-related vulnerabilities when they end. While some 

NPOs, like AFN, may exist in an environment that values their services and is committed 

to their ongoing existence, others may literally fold. This may prove especially 

challenging for PCCs with insufficient resources to cultivate institutional and community 

linkages necessary for revenue diversification and resource alignment, particularly as 

they dedicate existing resources to carry out the requirements of a significant funding 

entity. In other words, such temporary influxes of funding fail to curb the more pervasive 

uncertainties the Third Sector faces, if not make them more pronounced. Such policy 

approaches fail to recognize the larger social utility of nonprofits, employing them 

instead for shorter-term goals, like BTOP’s attempt to jumpstart the economy. Though it 

is unfair to write off the achievements of the program, many of which AFN continues to 

nurture, it is also important to acknowledge that NPOs doing such work require more 

stability. Though ultimately not funded by it, the ARCH classes represent one of the 
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many dividends of BTOP support because the program allowed AFN to experiment with 

curriculum models. Indeed, it is important to acknowledge the learning curves and 

experimentation behind effective NPO services, which often need sustained funding. 

Issues like the digital divide require longer-term efforts, not just in terms of funding, but 

also in terms of institutional support. Strategic alliances, with local government and 

nonprofits, also provide organizational legitimacy. However, forging them requires a 

commitment from local actors to addressing these social problems. PCCs in areas where 

such commitment is absent may find their work more challenging, particularly as they 

direct their resources to securing yet another grant. 

LIMITATIONS 

One of the most significant limitations of this study is its sample setting. Austin, a 

relatively wealthy, high-tech city, remains a notable outlier among other American cities. 

Its broadband penetration rate (92%) is higher than the national average (Austin Digital 

Assessment, 2014). While this hews close to Servon’s (2008) observation about high-tech 

urban areas serving as ideal sites for establishing PCCs because of the needs of the IT 

sector for a trained workforce, and because of the sector’s willingness to invest in such 

community endeavors, it also somewhat limits the generalizability of the findings. This is 

further complicated by City of Austin’s financial support for Austin Free-Net, which is 

likely unique to this case. At the same time, this support emphasizes its need in other 

cities with lower broadband adoption and access. 

The study also focused on a small sample, sacrificing breadth for depth. However, 

the size of the sample raises questions about how other sites, particularly where AFN has 

no presence, continue to thrive. This study did not examine user experience. It has, 

instead, exclusively focused on organizational mechanisms and processes. Though this 
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focus benefited the examination of BTOP’s impact on AFN’s services, it arguably 

painted a more limited portrait of the way these services promote digital inclusion and 

literacy. Examining whether users perceived changes in service, particularly in their own 

words, has merits and other studies should evaluate precisely such experiences. More 

importantly, no observation of training classes was conducted for this study. This is a 

significant limitation given the prevalent references to them in interviews with staff. 

Because of their emphasis on the positive outcomes of need-tailored, flexible training, 

future studies would do well to examine this approach, first-hand and in more detail. 

Finally, the significant influx of technical equipment during the BTOP will, at one point, 

require replacement. The timing of this study prevents an account of how AFN will 

address the issue when it inevitably arises. Though the year following BTOP’s end has 

provided some insight and perspectives on the question of sustainability, other impacts 

will likely manifest themselves in the near future. It will be worthwhile to return and 

asses them then.  
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Appendix I: Interview Protocol 

Promoting Digital Literacy 

1) Do you feel that the goals of the PCC are clear? If so, could you elaborate on a 

few of the major goals for the center?  

2) What services does this site offer to its users? Does the site provide any digital 

literacy or IT skills training for its users? Are the computers frequently used? 

3) Are there services that are particularly popular? Any that are less popular? 

4) What is the most challenging to teach? What is the easiest? 

5) What kind of clients use the services you offer? What kind of questions do you 

typically get? 

Service Delivery and Organizational Challenges 

6) What is your role at this site? Could you describe your typical week at the center?  

7) Do you think that this site has grown or expanded its services over the last two 

years? If so, can you identify the areas of growth / expansion? 

8) Do you work with or receive resources from other organizations? Who or which 

ones? Could you describe your relationship with those partners? Have you 

provided funds or other resources to partners? 

9) What are your site’s primary sources of funding? (probe: city, private, other 

organization) Are there any that are especially important to your site’s operation?  

10) Do you feel that the site has enough resources (like computers, staff, furniture, 

other materials) to provide the services it offers?  

11) Does the site rely on volunteers? If so, what kind of training does it provide for 

them? 

12) What types of problems might you experience?  
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13) What has been successful so far? Why has that worked well? What has been 

challenging and why? 

14) What kind of community outreach does this site engage in? How does it promote 

its services? 

15) Does this site employ internal metrics to measure site use as well as the demand 

for its services? If so, what do these metrics measure? 

16) What are your / the site’s priorities for the next year? The next five years? 
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